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The FX Global Code of Conduct was published on 25 May 

2017 and since that date over five years ago the Code has been 

evolving to strengthen its guidance across a number of different 

areas. Although the Code, which is entirely voluntary, has been 

generally well received by the industry with widespread adoption 

by the sell-side only a relatively few buy-side firms have so far 

signed up to it. So what can be done about this and how can 

the GFXC build on the achievements to date and maintain 

momentum in the years to come? This is the question that our 

Market Commentary article in this edition sets out to answer. 

Increasing awareness of the code among buy-side firms is one 

important step to take as it exists for their protection. Focusing 

attention on smaller firms is another one as together they make 

up a significant portion of the market.  The Code continues to 

promote the integrity of the market so as many participants as 

possible, especially the buy-side should be encouraged to support 

and engage with it over the next few years.

The evolution of FX Liquidity Management is the subject of this 

months Trading Operations feature which explores some of the 

key drivers that are helping to improve the quality of FX liquidity 

and accelerating the rise of Liquidity Managers. For example, as 

firms have changed practices to meet the requirements of the 

FX Global Code, the Liquidity Management function, and the 

data used to support that role is now helping to hold liquidity 

providers to account. Technology is also playing a big part in the 

transformation of Liquidity Management by, for example, helping 

firms to identify genuine liquidity in what remains a fragmented 

FX market. At the same time another big change has been a 

greater awareness of the responsibility on market participants 

in how they engage with their liquidity providers. Ultimately 

however, although Liquidity Management may be more data-

driven than ever, FX is still largely a relationship business which 

is likely to remain an important element of the overall Liquidity 

Management process for the foreseeable future.

A final word to flag the launch of our new Quantitative FX 

trading portal: www.fxalgoportal.com which contains a 

comprehensive database of algo and associated technology 

providers.

As usual hope you enjoy reading this edition of the magazine.

Charles Jago Editor
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OSTTRA has announced new 

connectivity between two of its 

post-trade services – MarkitWire, the 

electronic trade confirmation and 

processing platform and triResolve, 

the market leader for portfolio 

reconciliation, collateral management 

and reporting reconciliation. 

Through this enhancement, trades 

confirmed by MarkitWire can be 

seamlessly delivered directly into 

triResolve, across a common network 

of more than 2,000 firms. This will 

drive standardisation of data for 

reconciliation, bringing improved 

efficiency, cost reduction and greater 

transparency between counterparties. 

The direct connectivity is live with nine 

existing customers, covering interest 

rate derivatives and equity derivatives. 

It will also include repo transactions 

following the go-live of OSTTRA Trade 

Processing for Repos in Q3.

The lack of data standardisation 

through the post trade lifecycle is 

a persistent problem in the OTC 

industry, increasing operational cost 

and complexity. This is a challenge 

OSTTRA is well equipped to address. 

The enhanced workflow leverages the 

MarkitWire trade ID to link the full 

MarkitWire FpML trade representation 

with the existing data in triResolve 

for customers who opt to switch 

on the new link. This information 

allows users to quickly remediate 

trade breaks identified by triResolve, 

making portfolio reconciliation a more 

efficient process. The connection will 

bring operational alignment between 

MarkitWire users and collateral and 

reconciliation teams using triResolve, 

with minimal input needed and no 

additional cost to reap the benefits. 

Peter Altero Jr, Head of Rates Business 

Development at OSTTRA, added: “The 

connectivity between MarkitWire 

and triResolve shows that OSTTRA is 

focused on accelerating innovation in 

post-trade.  Our clients will only have 

to flick a switch on the MarkitWire 

side to see the significant benefits of 

enhanced data in triResolve. This is 

just the beginning. There is so much 

more efficiency to be gained up and 

down the post trade stack by having 

access to enhanced, standardised 

transactional data.  Watch this space”.

N
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OSTTRA connects MarkitWire and TriResolve

Peter Altero

Clearstream has launched two new 

data-based solutions offering insights 

into past, present and future of 

settlements: the Settlement Dashboard 

and the artificial intelligence (AI)-

powered Settlement Prediction Tool. 

Market participants are currently 

looking to further improve their 

settlement efficiency and liquidity 

with the Settlement Discipline Regime 

(SDR) coming into force this February 

as failed settlement transactions result 

in financial penalties, operational 

overheads and reputational damage. 

With Clearstream’s new data solutions, 

clients’ operations can leverage these 

predictions throughout the day to 

gain additional validation and to take 

appropriate actions to prevent any 

potential settlement fails, thereby 

accelerating settlements. Interactive 

visualisation provides multiple views, 

including a view of critical markets, 

asset classes and counterparties. This 

allows clients to benchmark their 

settlement efficiency against their 

peers. Priya Sharma, Head of Data 

& Connectivity at Clearstream, said: 

“We at Clearstream and Deutsche 

Börse are convinced of the power of 

data. Our predictive and prescriptive 

solutions provide insight and 

foresight that help our clients make 

better decisions that improve their 

performance and business growth. 

Most failed settlements happen due 

to lack of detailed knowledge of 

one’s own settlement activities. By 

leveraging high-quality predictive 

data, we provide our clients with that 

knowledge to be best equipped for 

regulatory requirements, operational 

excellence and settlement efficiency.” 

Clearstream clients can use the service 

free of charge during the trial period 

from July to September 2022.

Clearstream launches new data-based 
solutions for settlements

Priya Sharma
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BXS, the compliance reporting 

and trading analytics provider, has 

announced the launch of their new 

Trade Surveillance Platform. BXS built 

this platform to meet and exceed 

the expectations of the regulators 

while also consolidating Alerts, 

Investigation, and Case Management 

into one system to meet and exceed 

the expectations of their clients.  BXS’s 

new Trade Surveillance platform was 

built for efficiency. The newly designed 

dashboard provides an overview 

of alerts that are most important 

to the user, with added filtering 

capability to create a truly bespoke 

experience. This added customization 

enables users to pinpoint potential 

market manipulation, escalate to the 

appropriate parties and resolve tickets 

all on one screen saving time and 

resources.

BXS’s Director of Trade Surveillance, 

Jon Nieves explains: “As a former user 

of some of the most advanced trade 

surveillance and reporting systems 

for US, Canada, and Latin American 

Equities trading, I am extremely happy 

with the performance of this product. 

We have taken years of industry 

knowledge and feedback addressing 

all common pain points to create what 

we believe is a truly holistic product, 

at competitive price for today’s 

marketplace.”

The sleek new design of this platform 

includes an alerting dashboard, 

advanced filters, audit trail, data 

visualization, and full drill-down 

capability to see the most granular 

data available for all trading activity 

involved in a particular scenario. 

N
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BXS launches all-in-one Trade Surveillance 
platform

Jon Nieves

Kyriba has announced the launch of 

Kyriba’s FX with correlated value at 

risk (VaR) analysis to provide corporate 

Treasurers and FX Risk Managers with 

more precise, deeper level analytics 

to optimize hedging programs 

and continuously hit portfolio VaR 

targets in the most cost effective 

way. Foreign exchange losses due to 

a strong US dollar in a rising interest 

rate environment are escalating with 

projections upwards of $40B in FX 

impacts to North American companies 

during the first half of 2022, according 

to a recent report.

“Corporate Risk Managers are 

scrambling to shore up losses resulting 

from the recent dollar run,” said Andy 

Gage, SVP FX Advisory Services at Kyriba. 

“Kyriba’s VaR is important during any 

market environment to reduce costs and 

better determine net exposures across 

a portfolio of currency pairs. Especially 

during this time of uncertain market 

dynamics, Risk Managers need data to 

drive their decisions and protect earnings 

erosion.” Kyriba’s Correlated VaR 

solutions deliver cost effective, in-house 

hedging management and reporting 

control with dynamic FX dashboards. 

Highlights of the newly launched 

solutions include:

• VaR Precision: 1,000 simulations 

generate optimal hedging scenarios 

so Risk Managers have actionable 

decision-making intelligence on the 

specific currency pairs to hedge, 

based on their net exposure and 

portfolio VaR policy

• Decision Management: User-defined 

parameters for a variety of reports and 

dashboards increases visibility, control 

and support across multiple exposure 

management and hedging strategies

• Trade Efficiency: Enter and 

automatically execute FX trades 

across major trading platforms

Kyriba’s Correlated VaR Analytics 

delivers insight on-demand into the 

amount of correlated value at risk that 

exists across all currency pairs within a 

company’s portfolio of exposures. The 

new solution builds upon Kyriba’s ability 

to aggregate and calculate FX exposure 

with automation, giving Risk Managers 

more time to leverage data insights and 

design programs to more cost-effectively 

mitigate volatility.

Kyriba launches new tool to tackle currency risk

Andy Gage
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CLS has announced that Deutsche 

Bank, Mashreq and Standard Chartered 

are at various stages of onboarding to 

CLSNet, a standardized, automated 

bilateral payment netting calculation 

service for approximately 120 

currencies. They will join the growing 

CLSNet community of global and 

regional banks, which includes seven 

of the top ten global banks. CLSNet 

standardizes and centralizes post-trade 

processes across the global currency 

spectrum and in doing so reduces 

risk, enhances efficiency and improves 

liquidity for a growing network of FX 

market participants. Using CLSNet also 

helps FX market participants adhere 

to the FX Global Code, the industry’s 

global principles of good practice for 

the FX market. In particular, using the 

service supports adherence to Principles 

35 and 50, as all trade instructions sent 

to CLSNet are validated and matched 

up to the pre-determined cut-off 

times between counterparties for each 

currency. This ensures that only matched 

trade instructions are included in the 

automated net calculation and that 

there is a single common record of the 

net payment obligations. By automating 

the netting process via a centralized 

platform, users benefit from greater 

operational efficiency and increased risk 

mitigation for currencies that are not 

currently eligible for CLSSettlement. Lisa 

Danino-Lewis, Chief Growth Officer, 

CLS said: “The addition of Deutsche 

Bank, Mashreq and Standard Chartered 

demonstrates the appeal of CLSNet 

to all market participants exploring 

ways to mitigate settlement risk, 

reduce operational costs and optimize 

liquidity for their post-trade FX trading 

processes. Given the sharp focus on 

settlement risk mitigation across the 

industry, CLS is collaborating with 

market participants to further evolve 

CLSNet and to facilitate adoption for a 

wide range of participants.”

N
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CLS onboards three more banks to CLSNet

Lisa Danino-Lewis

Societe Generale – FORGE  a fully 

integrated subsidiary of Societe 

Generale, providing issuers and 

investors with end-to-end services to 

issue, invest and manage digital-native 

security tokens registered on public 

blockchains, has selected METACO, 

a market-leading provider of digital 

asset management technology and 

infrastructure, to orchestrate its digital 

asset custody operations.

Societe Generale is a pioneer in the 

Digital Ledger Technology space, with 

innovation sitting at the heart of the 

group’s strategic priorities. Since 2019, 

Societe Generale and its subsidiary 

SG – FORGE structured several native 

security tokens issuances deployed 

on blockchain for their clients such as 

the European Investment Bank’s (EIB) 

€100 million digital bond issued in 

2021. Societe Generale is now offering 

a range of capital market products 

to institutional clients under a native 

security token format on Ethereum 

and Tezos with full banking level safety 

and regulatory compliance.

The partnership enables SG – FORGE 

to continue setting the agenda on 

the integration of security tokens 

into traditional finance, and leverage 

METACO’s bank-grade digital 

asset custody and orchestration 

platform, Harmonize, to further expand 

its offering at scale. These developments 

are taking place within a larger 

context marked by the acceleration of 

market digitalization using blockchain 

technology, notably through the 

forthcoming implementation of the EU 

Pilot Regime and which will permit the 

processing of security tokens through 

market infrastructures in compatibility 

with applicable EU regulations.

Societe Generale – FORGE partners with METACO
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Finastra and HSBC have announced that 

they are working together to distribute 

HSBC’s FX services via Finastra’s 

FusionFabric.cloud platform under a 

Banking as a Service (BaaS) experience. 

This collaboration will take advantage of 

the best elements of modern API-driven 

connectivity with licensed institutions’ 

secure, regulated infrastructure. The first 

phase of the roll out will provide both 

indicative and executable FX rates to 

regional mid-tier banks via a plug-in to 

Finastra’s Fusion Kondor, a solution with 

low maintenance and ownership cost, 

backed by the liquidity and robust risk 

management capabilities of one of the 

world’s largest FX franchises.

Integrating HSBC FX services with 

mid-tier banks will allow participating 

banks to deliver a wide range of 

currencies to their customers through 

branch networks and other retail 

channels, without requiring any 

additional technology integration. It 

will also provide clients with highly 

automated FX pricing capabilities, 

allowing banks to process higher FX 

volumes, and to differentiate themselves 

while maintaining their own customer 

relationships. Corporate clients will 

benefit from increased transparency of 

pricing and market conditions, improved 

ease of execution, and simpler currency 

risk management. Available in H2 2022, 

the initial roll out will focus on financial 

institutions in Asia Pacific (APAC) with 

other regions to follow soon after. It will 

also be made available to embedders 

who require direct access to FX liquidity 

and pricing.

Angus Ross, Chief Revenue Officer, 

Banking as a Service (BaaS) at Finastra 

said: “The ability to integrate FX directly 

into corporate treasury platforms, as 

well as competitive pricing and liquidity 

into a single package will help reduce 

friction for regional banks and their 

customers and demonstrates a use 

case in which BaaS can really make an 

impact. HSBC is a leading market maker 

with deep liquidity in the FX market 

and shares Finastra’s beliefs around 

the significant potential of BaaS. We’re 

excited to be co-developing this solution 

to connect buyers and sellers of FX 

through a wholesale marketplace.”

N
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Finastra and HSBC launch BaaS FX capability 
to mid-tier banks

Angus Ross

FXall and Tradeweb Markets have 

announced that they will collaborate 

to develop hedging workflow solutions 

to allow emerging market products to 

be traded more efficiently.

The two platforms will collaborate 

to develop enhanced solutions that 

link trading workflows in emerging 

markets bonds and emerging markets 

currency swaps. Incorporating user 

feedback, this collaboration will 

include enhanced hedging capabilities 

through a seamless execution and 

straight-through-processing workflow 

designed to strengthen liquidity and 

improve efficiency. Neill Penney, Group 

Head of FX, LSEG, said: “This new 

solution is a powerful example of the 

opportunities LSEG and Tradeweb have 

to create value for financial market 

participants.  By combining the world-

class capabilities of FXall and Tradeweb, 

asset managers trading Emerging 

Markets Bonds will have access to a 

seamless workflow covering enhanced 

real-time pricing transparency, multi-

asset trade execution, and a multi-

jurisdiction regulatory infrastructure all 

within a single desktop application.”

Enrico Bruni, Managing Director, Head 

of Europe and Asia Business, Tradeweb, 

said: “Tradeweb is committed to 

addressing the complex needs of our 

emerging markets participants, which 

often involves linking different markets 

or liquidity pools to deliver the best 

possible solution. This collaboration 

between FXall and Tradeweb is really 

about digitizing a multi-asset workflow 

in order to make it more efficient and 

versatile for market participants.”

FXall and Tradeweb to collaborate on emerging 
markets offering

Enrico Bruni
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RECENT EVENT

On 16 & 17 June, The Finance Hive 

hosted their inaugural FX Leaders 

Residential Meeting at sumptuous The 

Luton Hoo in Bedfordshire. 

The two day meeting was jam-

packed with interactive roundtable 

discussions, 1:1s, unstructured 

networking, educational 

masterclasses, technology user 

groups, an incredible game of 

golf, a competitive clay pigeon 

shooting competition, a gala 

dinner, a casino and networking 

drinks! 

Through the casino night, The Finance 

Hive together with their members and 

partners managed to raise over £4.5k 

for Macmillan Cancer Support!  

Over the course of two days, buy side 

members benchmarked and debated 

the most pressing industry concerns 

and trends - a few key takeaways are 

highlighted in this article to give a bit 

of insight on what was discussed.

How has best execution developed 

since its introduction in the wake of 

MIFID? And how to maximise FX TCA 

efficiencies and the building blocks 

of rules based automation?

BEST EXECUTION
The buy side felt that the very 

definition of best execution - and 

what this meant to the trader is 

dependent on the asset being traded 

as well as its execution path - manual 

versus electronic, RFQ versus stream 

and so on. Ultimately, the consensus 

was that the end goal of MIFID and 

best execution remains the same, but 

the metrics used to measure it and 

how this information is applied has 

developed considerably. 

Members mentioned that best 

execution is no longer seen as a 

box ticking exercise, but instead as 

a means of adding real value to the 

desk with opportunities for alpha 

generation, offering better service to 

investors and allowing traders to add 

value through their interpretation 

of data and how to apply this to 

execution strategy. 

Data as always underpins the process 

- without the right data inputs to TCA, 

it’s incredibly hard to truly measure best 

execution so firms should look if able 

to invest in these areas and preferably 

to work with multiple vendors and data 

inputs to maximise output. 

TCA EFFICIENCY
When it came to increasing TCA 

efficiency, the group agreed that 

post trade TCA showed that algo 

providers could beat risk transfer 

pricing consistently over 50% of 

the time. Post trade is considered 

crucial in being able to monitor and 

measure trade success, and allows 

an insight to historical precedent on 

broker panel selection and execution 

paths. 

The group mentioned that they 

want to explore if TCA can broaden 

its scope to factor in measurements 

outside of price; such as margin, and 

more niche qualitative metrics that 

could come into play and allow for 

unparalleled levels of customisation for 

trade analysis. Also, they stressed the 

importance of the trader, especially 

during periods of extreme market 

volatility. TCA, data and general 

automation should always be seen 

as a compliment to, rather than a 

replacement of the trader and during 

periods of volatility a manual touch 

and human insight can be invaluable 

in execution decision making. 

AUTOMATION
Most buy side members at the 

meeting mentioned that they are 

utilising some form of rules based 

automation with smaller, more 

vanilla trades being routed through 

low touch or automated execution 

channels, whilst larger more exotic 

trades - and especially those in 

emerging or restricted markets 

would continue to receive the high 

touch treatment. 

The RFQ process remains the area 

which the buy side are focussing 

their automation efforts and also 

hoped in the future for greater 

levels of automation for NDFs as 

these still remain very high touch. 

Members agreed that the next step 

is to further ramp up automation 

efforts internally, which will 

continue to free up trader time from 

manual work on smaller or more 

liquid trades, and give more time to 

work on bigger ticket items which 

can generate more alpha. 

In particular, FX buy side are 

currently evaluating algo wheels, 

straight through processing (STP), 

rules-based execution and utilising 

analytics to drive decision making 

as areas of investment. The group 

mentioned that this could go as far 

as data driven automated execution 

decisions for fixing flows on spot 

and swap streams, or looking at 

automated ways to rotate trades 

for low and middle sized deals with 

no human input needed before 

execution. 

The meeting was a blast, and there 

are whispers that more residential 

meetings will follow, so keep your 

eyes peeled! The Finance Hive’s 

next in-person meeting will be 

the FX London Members Meeting 

on the 6th of December. Buy side 

leaders can register their interest 

here: https://www.thehive-network.

com/finance-events/the-finance-

hive-live-meeting-fx-london-6-

december-2022/

FX Leaders Residential 
Meeting
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MARKET COMMENTARY

The BIS Foreign Exchange Working 

Group published the FX Global Code 

of Conduct on 25 May 2017 with the 

aim of providing a common set of 

guidelines to promote the integrity 

and effective functioning of the 

wholesale FX market.

Since its introduction five years ago, a 

lot has changed in the FX market. The 

way we communicate, collaborate and 

the tools and technology we use have 

all been transformed. 

The code itself has also evolved. The 

Global Foreign Exchange Committee 

(GFXC) updated 11 of the Code’s 55 

principles in July 2021 to strengthen 

its guidance on anonymous trading, 

algorithmic trading, transaction cost 

analysis, disclosures and settlement risk. 

There is no doubt that the FX Global 

Code has improved practices across the 

industry while promoting transparency 

and spurring debate in key areas such as 

transaction cost analysis. But how can 

the GFXC build on achievements to date 

and maintain this momentum in years to 

come? 

PROMOTING ADOPTION AMONG 
BUY-SIDE 
One of the most important features of 

the FX Global Code is that is does not 

impose any legal or regulatory obligations 

on market participants. Instead, it’s a 

voluntary code of conduct designed to 

set out best practice and processes.

So, when it was first introduced, the 

big question was whether market 

participants would sign up and adhere 

to a voluntary code. 

The BIS and many central banks 

took on the responsibility of driving 

adoption among key market 

participants. Some even required 

counterparties to sign the code and 

threatened to cut ties with those that 

didn’t comply. 

Combined with a general feeling 

that the industry needed to do better 

by standardising best practice and 

promoting transparency, this led to 

widespread adoption and there are 

now over 1,100 signatories on the 

global register.

But before we start patting ourselves 

on the back and saying job well done, 

it’s important to note that very few 

buy-side firms have signed up the FX 

Global Code. 

In fact, of the 1,100+ signatories, 

there are only 80 asset managers and 

13 pension funds. In many cases, 

these types of firms aren’t aware of 

the code despite needing the code 

the most, given that many continually 

get a bad deal and struggle to achieve 

best execution and full transparency. 

The GFXC recognised the lack of 

buy-side adoption as an issue back in 

2018 and it set up a specific outreach 

working group to facilitate more 

adoption among these types of firms. 

At the time, only 60 buy-side firms 

had signed up the code. Fast forward 

four years and only 93 have signed up.

It’s vital that we increase awareness 

of the code among buy-side firms 

as it exists for their protection. It 

enables them to scrutinise their 

liquidity providers and partners’ 

processes against best practice, 

ensuring they achieve best execution 

and get the transparency they 

deserve.

RENEWING COMMITMENTS TO 
THE CODE
In July 2021, the GFXC published the 

updated version of the code following 

an extensive process of consultation 

with the foreign exchange committees 

around the world and a public request 

for feedback in April of the same year.

Guy Debelle, GFXC’s then chair, said: 

“The changes to the Code will ensure 

that the Code continues to promote 

the integrity of the market. Many of 

the changes are designed to bring 

about greater transparency in an 

increasingly complex market.”

The GFXC acknowledged that these 

changes would affect certain parts 

of the market more than others 

and said it anticipated that it would 

take around 12 months for practices 

to be brought into alignment with 

updated principles. And, this year, we 

have started to see some institutions, 

including the Bank of England, renew 

their commitment to the new code 

which is positive.

What I would like to see is the GFXC 

requiring all signatories to review 

and renew their commitments to the 

updated FX Global Code, whether 

they’re affected by the new changes 

or not. 

Many signed up five years ago and 

so much has changed in that time 

with the advent of remote working, 

adoption of new technology and the 

great resignation which saw many 

change jobs. 

A formal renewal process would help 

ensure that all signatories remain 

compliant and committed to the code 

and its principles.

FOCUSING ON SMALLER 
MARKET PARTICIPANTS
The FX Global Code has been welcomed 

by the FX community and provided a 

forum for participants to debate a range 

of issues, from algorithmic trading to last 

look and TCA.

That said, it’s important we don’t 

rest on our laurels and see 1,100+ 

signatories as enough. We need 

to focus on the smaller market 

participants as together they make up 

a significant portion of the market. 

These are the firms which benefit most 

from the best practice set out in the 

code and, as an industry, we need 

to make sure we bring them on this 

journey with us.

Eric Huttman

What steps can be
taken to increase

the awareness and
adoption of the
FX Global Code 

amongst
asset managers?

By Eric Huttman, CEO of MillTechFX
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It’s vital that we increase awareness of the code among buy-side firms as it exists for their protection
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Bringing more transparency and 
efficiency to the FX Liquidity 
Management process

TRADING OPERATIONS

A growing number of third party, data driven vendors are having a big impact on the FX Liquidity 
Management process. Nicholas Pratt investigates.

Nicholas Pratt

FX liquidity management used to be 

seen as a purely administrative role that 

principally involved mapping streams to 

clients, for banks.  Today it is a data-

driven role that, when done well, can 

benefit both makers and takers, says 

Geoff Jones, director, FX spot venues at 

London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG).

Like other exchange groups, LSEG 

has built up its data –driven services, 

helped by the acquisition of Refinitiv 

in January 2021. Its FX business is also 

one of a number of third party liquidity 

managers that provides data-driven 

services to both liquidity takers and 

providers, with the aim of encouraging 

better trading relationships. 

There are a number of drivers that 

have helped improve the quality of 

FX liquidity and accelerate the rise of 

the liquidity managers, says Jones. For 

example, as firms changed practices 

to meet requirement of the FX 

Global Code of Conduct, the liquidity 

management function, and the data 

used to support that role has helped 

to hold liquidity providers to account in 

creating more transparency, in reducing 

hold times and highlighting the 

differences in timing for accepted and 

rejected requests. 

That said, where the principles behind 

the Code have been evolving over 10 

years or more, the majority of market-

makers were already aligned to the 

spirit of the rules by the time it took 

effect – there wasn’t a cliff edge change 

in behaviour.  The big difference, says 

Jones, has been the development of 

technology and vendors that have 

brought more transparency to trading 

process.

DATA-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENTS
Technology has also helped firms 

identify genuine liquidity in what 

remains a fragmented FX market, 

says Jones. “Liquidity is more diverse 

than ever before, so it is incumbent 

on clients and liquidity providers to 

understand these differences - why 

liquidity providers avoid certain flow 

for example.”

“Over the last five to ten years we’ve 

seen an increase in the level of detail 

in liquidity management reports,” says 

Jones. “It is so much more complex 

Im
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because of the volume of data. People 

are not only using more liquidity 

providers but the market data also 

changes faster.”

The profile of liquidity providers has 

also moved beyond those early days 

when there was a difference between 

bank and non-bank liquidity. “It is no 

longer a fair statement to say banks 

are good or execute one way or non-

banks are not and execute in others. 

Many non-banks are genuine liquidity 

providers,” says Jones.

“There was a period when a number 

of third parties were building 

platforms that enabled takers to 

bypass measures designed to protect 

liquidity providers and maintain good 

liquidity. So whilst the focus of the 

industry has been on liquidity provider 

behaviour, there is a responsibility 

on platforms and clients to ensure 

good market practice. Some of this 

technology was imported from other 

asset classes with centralised rather 

than over-the-counter trading. In OTC 

markets is not just about technology 

but also about relationships,” says 

Jones. “As a liquidity manager, we 

have the ability to see everything 

which means we can facilitate 

effective conversations between 

liquidity providers and takers. 

Good liquidity providers set out 

their expectations and good clients 

understand what is expected of them. 

Not all firms have access to the data to 

support these conversations but there 

are a lot of independent firms out 

there that can support smaller firms. 

Clients and liquidity providers are 

doing themselves a disservice by not 

using this data.”

“Markout data plays the biggest role, 

it gives you an idea of how both sides 

behave. Transaction cost analysis (TCA) 

and peer analysis is also powerful. 

The data and analytics help support 

conversations that should be taking 

place” says Jones.

“Liquidity management can be done 

without independent providers but 

the question is ‘what do I not know?’. 

That peer analysis cannot be done on 

a bilateral basis. That level of analysis 

really lends itself to providers like 

Refintiv supporting the FX liquidity 

management process. It can help the 

Liquidity Provider realise when they are 

an anomaly,” he says.

GREAT RESPONSIBILITY
When it comes to the evolution 

of liquidity management, one of 

the biggest changes has been a 

much greater awareness by market 

participants of their responsibilities  

when they engage with their liquidity 

providers.

“Liquidity managers at tier 2 banks 

are cognisant that they are part of a 

wider ecosystem and that to get the 

best pricing from the best liquidity 

providers, you have to take more 

responsibility for your flow,” says John 

Stead, Global Head of Pre-Sales  at 

smartTrade. “If you are just smashing 

the market, you will get wide spreads 

or just cut off.”

There are a number of drivers that 

have accelerated the evolution of 

liquidity management, says Stead. 

“Firstly, there is less ‘fat’ in the 

industry as a whole. Tier 1 banks 

are facing ever tighter margins and 

are looking more closely at liquidity 

and the trading patterns of their 

counterparties. Secondly, there is also 

more technology available to liquidity 

providers to identify bad behaviour 

from underlying price takers.  For 

example, technology such as 

smartTrade’s AI Analytics allows banks 

to analyse clients’ trading patterns 
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Bringing more transparency and efficiency to the FX Liquidity Management process

Geoff Jones

“Over the last five to ten years we’ve seen an increase in the 
level of detail in liquidity management reports. It is so much 
more complex because of the amount of data.” 

An important development on the technology side has been the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning 
to produce predictive analytics
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automatically and look for and notify 

the bank of any interesting correlations 

and patterns automatically.

The FX Global Code has also had 

an impact in encouraging more 

transparency and better behaviour. 

And finally, there is more awareness 

and sophistication in terms of the link 

between behaviour and the causes of 

liquidity issues.”

In essence, market participants care 

more about liquidity management 

than ever before and there are more 

tools available to help them do 

something about it.  

An important development on the 

technology side has been the use of 

artificial intelligence and machine 

learning to produce predictive 

analytics, says Stead. For liquidity 

providers, this is helping them to 

identify trading patterns amongst 

their clients, to anticipate future flow 

and segment their clients accordingly. 

“Segmentation has become more 

and more important as LPs seek to 

optimise their relationships with clients 

and to understand their underlying 

trading patterns. There will always be 

clients that are sharper than others, 

but now it is easier to spot them and 

LPs care more about it now.  If you 

combine smartTrade AI Analytics and 

our AlgoBox module then you can 

automatically spot certain behaviour 

patterns and then automatically assign 

clients to appropriate pricing and 

hedging groups reflecting their impact 

and market behaviour.”

The question is the level of automation 

that firms are willing to use, says 

Stead. For example, to what extent can 

automation truly support the trading 

and sales team to add more value, 

automation for automation’s sake 

is not an efficient goal. There is also 

more regulatory scrutiny on the use 

of artificial intelligence and an onus 

on firms to explain how algorithms 

have made certain decisions – a 

development that is still in its infancy.

But has the use of more advanced 

technology and third-party liquidity 

managers actually changed the 

behaviour of either liquidity providers 

and liquidity takers? According to 

Stead, there have been changes on 

both sides of the liquidity process. 

“When it comes to liquidity takers and 

the assembly of a panel of liquidity 

providers, it was previously thought 

that the more liquidity providers, the 

better. Now people realise that less can 

be more and are moving beyond that 

stance,” says Stead.

“The pandemic and the resultant 

market volatility of the last two years 

have also played a role in this change. 

It is during times of crisis that you 

find out who your real friends are. 

And those LPs that continued to 

price during the height of the market 

volatility, have been retained and now 

form the bedrock of firms’ LP panels. 

Then you may have another group of 

LPs that will get switched in and out 

based on performance,” says Stead.

However, as important as technology 

is, there is still a relationship element 

to good liquidity management. Stead 

says that a greater focus on liquidity 

management should encourage 

more conversation between liquidity 

providers and takers. “Talk to your 

clients about how they should behave. 

There is an education issue there. 

Make sure that your clients are not 

sweeping you and that you are using 

the proper risk controls in terms of 

flow, credit checks, transaction size 

and other factors.”

Technology definitely informs, but 

pricing and trading decisions are 

often based on a wider context – such 

as the other business that may be 

done between liquidity providers and 

takers. “Relationships really do matter 

Bringing more transparency and efficiency to the FX Liquidity Management process

John Stead

“Relationships really do matter. They should be based on 
trust because you want liquidity partners not providers. But 
the technology allows for trust with verification.” 

In this space it is during times of crisis that you find out who your real friends are
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and this is still the case,” says Stead. 

“Those relationships should be based 

on trust because you want liquidity 

partners not providers.  The LiquidityFX 

Solution including AlgoBox and AI 

Analytics provided by smartTrade 

allows for trust with verification.”

DATA-DRIVEN PROCESS
There has been a fundamental shift 

in liquidity management. It is now 

more of a data-driven process, says 

Guy Hopkins, founder and CEO of 

FairXchange. “Previously, the big 

liquidity providers would go to their 

clients and present them with all 

this information in terms of what’s 

working well and what is not. But each 

liquidity provider would have their own 

format and this would give clients no 

way to compare the data between 

liquidity providers and to respond to 

the information. It is now a far more 

systematic and robust process,” says 

Hopkins. 

This is not to say that challenges 

do not remain. One of these is the 

increased use of FX aggregation. 

Some FX trading firms are using up 

to three or four aggregators, all with 

their own data format, which makes 

it difficult for firms to see the bigger 

picture when it comes to data analysis, 

says Hopkins. Consequently there is a 

premium on services and providers that 

can consolidate this data, such as the 

rising number of third party providers 

of liquidity management software that 

include FairXchange.

There are some similarities with 

the growth of TCA and the use of 

independent providers. However, while 

independence is helpful for liquidity 

management, the main-focus is the 

ability to capture and consolidate 

the data, says Hopkins. “TCA and 

best execution are more regulatory-

driven processes, whereas liquidity 

management is more commercially-

driven. Firms now realise the value of 

that market-wide data and why it is 

so important. For example, the firms 

doing the liquidity management are not 

always the originators of the trade, so 

they have to be aware of why trades are 

not working,” he states.

Liquidity fragmentation remains 

an issue, says Hopkins. “FX is not a 

complex asset class – it should not be 

hard for counterparties to agree on 

a set of data to use as the basis for 

their dialogue. But people do need to 

think about liquidity recycling. With 

new liquidity providers that you’re 

onboarding, you have to assess whether 

that liquidity is genuine. There is also 

the leakage of skews – when liquidity 

providers send out their indications of 

interest, they do not want to see the 

market using that information against 

them back in the lit market. It is a big 

challenge,” says Hopkins. 

In the past, liquidity management was 

primarily based on spread and market 

share but there are now many more 

nuances factored in, such as the cost 

of rejection, so that trading firms get 

a better idea of the total value that a 

liquidity provider brings, says Hopkins. 

“The knack is to produce information 

that liquidity takers actually need.”

It is also about providing information 

that is actionable, such as making 

changes to the panel of liquidity 

providers, something that may require 

new trading and credit agreements 

plus lots of testing. “There is a lot of 

operational expense borne by the 

business when it comes to changing 

the panel of liquidity providers,” says 

Hopkins. “So it is important to know 

the economic cost of that change and 

the potential upside for both liquidity 

takers and providers.”

It is about making the selection of 

liquidity providers a data-driven exercise, 

says Hopkins. “For liquidity takers, it 

is not always as simple as picking the 

top five by market share. We want 

to take out the guesswork on what 

it is still a speculative exercise. So we 

promote the modelling of this process 

in advance using broader data. And for 

liquidity providers, it helps them to get 

a better idea of their customer service 

and makes for a far more constructive 

relationship.”

Ultimately, FX is still about relationship-

driven trading, says Hopkins. And while 

liquidity management may be more 

data-driven, it is about using that data 

for practical changes. This means that 

the data is not just used by teams 

of quantitative analysts for number 

crunching but also by sales teams for 

client pitches, for example. 

“In the old days, a sales person would 

go to the liquidity team and say 

tighten our pricing to make us more 

competitive,” says Hopkins. “That has 

changed now and sales people are 

going back to their clients and have the 

data to support the discussion about 

how they make the most appropriate 

changes to the relationship.”
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Bringing more transparency and efficiency to the FX Liquidity Management process

Guy Hopkins

“For liquidity takers, it is not always as simple as picking the 
top five by market share. We want to take out the guesswork 
on what it is still a speculative exercise.” 
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SPECIAL REPORT

Electronification and 
Automation:
Unlocking the full potential of 
Emerging Market FX trading

Electronic FX platforms are evolving to cater for a broader universe of EM currencies and related 
instruments and transforming how clients access them. Nicholas Pratt talks to two leading e-FX 
providers about the key issues involved.
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The emerging market (EM) 

FX industry has been boosted 

significantly by the use and evolution 

of electronic platforms. New 

technology can reduce the complexity 

and manual intervention that is 

typically more prevalent in EMs. 

Similarly such platforms can also help 

with liquidity access and management 

as well as operational risk.

Technology has also played a part in 

the growth of the non-deliverable 

forward (NDF) market and could still 

be a factor in the digital assets and 

crypto markets in EMs. What remains 

to be seen is what comes next in 

terms of digital workflow innovation 

and automation in EM FX platforms, 

particularly on the post-trade side, 

and whether this will help to release 

the full potential of EM FX trading.

MULTI-DEALER PLATFORMS
“For many EM countries, e-FX solutions 

provide a convenient transition from 

voice to electronic trading, and cover 

a wide range of currencies and 

instruments,” says Tod Van Name, 

global head of foreign exchange 

electronic trading at Bloomberg.  

“Multi-dealer platforms like Bloomberg 

provide access to all major and regional 

liquidity providers for both onshore and 

offshore markets.”

Multi-dealer platforms also provide 

many enhancements that make trade 

EM negotiation more efficient, says 

Van Name. “This is through features 

such as default fixing source and date 

for NDF trades, curated calendars 

for selecting automated settlement 

dates, and algorithmic capabilities for 

NDF trading that reduce or eliminate 

the need for manual intervention.”

A further benefit of electronic trading 

platforms is the way they help to 

access FX liquidity in emerging 

market currencies, says Van Name. 

“In many cases the challenge with 

supporting emerging markets is not 

the technology, rather it is access to 

local communities. Bloomberg has 

established a network of liquidity 

providers in more than 140 countries, 

with a very strong presence in 

onshore markets. This not only 

provides access to liquidity, but also 

better transparency for all market 

participants.”

Electronic platforms can also help 

to reduce the operational risks that 

are potentially greater in EMs where 

liquidity is thinner and volatility is 

greater, says Van Name. “Emerging 

markets are occasionally susceptible 

to decreased liquidity and increased 

volatility, and e-FX solutions provide 

a clear, consistent method for market 

participants to negotiate trades with 

the same suite of solutions available 

to developed markets, including real-

time deal capture, straight through 

processing, and complete audit trails 

that increase efficiency and reduce 

risk.”

Access to emerging markets has also 

been increased by the electronic 

trading of NDFs and the evolution 

of the asset class. “In the past, 

automating NDF trading was limited 

by inconsistencies in fixing sources 

and available liquidity,” says Van 

Name. 
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Electronification and Automation: Unlocking the full potential of Emerging Market FX trading

Tod Van Name

“Eventually EM countries could benefit from central bank 
digital currencies and workflows, but this will require 
greater regulatory clarity and a high degree of jurisdictional 
cooperation.”

A further benefit of electronic trading platforms is the way they help to access FX liquidity 
in emerging market currencies
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“Today, those friction points have 

been solved, and clients can now trade 

NDFs 24/5 via both request-for-quotes 

(RFQ) and streaming liquidity, from a 

wide range of banks and non-banks. 

Many offer algo trading and options 

for NDFs. These developments also 

allow for better price transparency 

for off-shore investors, who can 

confidently trade and then mark-to-

market their positions.”

There will be further benefits, 

especially on the post-trade side, 

as digital workflow innovation and 

automation in emerging FX platforms 

develops, says Van Name. “Eventually 

EM countries could benefit from 

central bank digital currencies and 

workflows, but this will require greater 

regulatory clarity and a high degree of 

jurisdictional cooperation.”

When it comes to the issues that 

can influence a suitable choice of 

EM trading provider with whom 

to partner, Van Name highlights 

the role of accessibility. “Access to 

multiple liquidity providers is essential, 

particularly those who are able to 

provide reliable pricing (spreads) and 

liquidity in both on-shore and off-

shore currency pairs and instruments. 

FXGO provides liquidity from over 800 

regional and global banks.”

LIQUIDITY CHALLENGES
One of the most significant challenges 

when it comes to FX trading in 

emerging markets involves liquidity. 

“Adding a new pair of emerging 

market currencies to a platform 

is easy. Providing good liquidity 

on that emerging market pair is 

not,” says Clinton Norton, head 

of sales, Americas at Euronext FX. 

“Emerging market currencies are best 

priced locally by informed market 

participants. The platform needs to 

have the reach, the functionality and 

incentives to attract both makers and 

takers.”

It’s important for an FX platform to 

have a diversified pool of liquidity 

providers that spans all regions and 

allows for specialization to be readily 

available to the taker, says Norton. “A 

niche emerging market player may 

not necessarily have the credit and 

distribution web to reach the taker 

flow he would find beneficial.”

Technology can also help to reduce the 

complexity and manual intervention 

that can be prevalent in the emerging 

market FX process. “Manual 

intervention typically takes place 

when trades need ‘special care’,” says 

Norton. 

“In the case of emerging market 

pairs, typically more volatile because 
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It’s important for an FX platform to have a diversified pool of liquidity providers
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liquidity is thin, takers want to rely on 

the expertise of the physical trader to 

get done with limited market impact 

and tighter spreads. Technology is 

increasingly allowing traders to supplant 

the manual process. At Euronext FX 

for example, where over 20% of our 

trading is emerging market, we provide 

a safe environment for niche currency 

players to offload risk undetected.”

Other ways to achieve best execution 

through electronification is to utilise 

the same tools developed for the 

more liquid pairs and adapt them to 

the specificities of emerging market 

currency trading, says Norton. 

“Uncontrolled taking can rapidly 

ruin any good pool of liquidity. The 

volatile nature of EM trading makes 

it all the more important to ensure 

that takers and makers are matched 

off appropriately in a compatible 

way. Our liquidity management team 

at Euronext FX manages bespoke 

liquidity pools for each client based 

on trading needs and trading style. 

In a way, the manual intervention 

happens up stream, ahead of trading, 

and is informed by transparency, 

communication and data analysis.”

Although remote niche LPs can 

supply very competitive prices, 

they often lack the tools to check 

and monitor the quality of takers 

to ensure they match their pricing 

model appropriately, says Norton. 

“Again, our LM team can step in 

to create, manage and monitor 

interactions in a systematic and 

automated way with a range of 

automated tools and analytics.”

When it comes to maximising access 

to liquidity, FX platforms need to 

be connected to the best emerging 

market market-makers possible, says 

Norton. “They are typically not the 

traditional tier1 banks but rather the 

few tier 2 banks and local broker 

dealers that specialise in trading their 

specific set of currency pairs derived 

from natural local interest.”

“Tight prices are derived from 

informed market-makers that 

have access to local markets and 

uncorrelated flow. FX platforms 

need to find a way to connect these 

sometimes remote liquidity providers 

and create a safe and easy access 

for makers and takers of emerging 

market liquidity to interact. This 

means finding these potential makers 

and then using technology to adapt 

to their needs that are typically 

unconventional,” says Norton. “Since 

these special makers often lack credit 

to the street and the capability to 

widely distribute their liquidity, they 

will rely on the FX platform partner 

for access and connectivity.”

ELECTRONIC NDF MARKET
In 2020 Euronext FX launched NDF 

trading out of Singapore, through 

the RMO license approved by the 

MAS and operated by Euronext 

Markets Singapore Pte Ltd. The 

electrification of the NDFs market is 

a natural extension of this trend, says 

Norton. “Technology has allowed for 

the faster and wider connectivity of 

makers and takers to the point where 

it is blurring the lines of conventional 

buy and sell side interactions. The 

proliferation of venues complying 

with the various interpretations of 

global regulations has increased 

access to NDF trading which is now 

reaching mainstream. Both liquidity 

providers and takers have had time 

to adjust to this peculiar market and 

now better understand the rules set 

by regulators such as Dodd Frank and 

MiFID around trading and reporting 

and are better able to decide on the 

best way to access NDF trading.

While electronic platforms can help 

to reduce operational risks that are 

more pronounced in the EM universe, 

it is still important to tread carefully 

says Norton. “What works for G10 

currencies does not automatically 

transfer to EM where liquidity can 

be thin and markets volatile. It’s 

important to be able to adapt trading 

to the quickly changing environment 

of NDF trading. Our local liquidity 

management teams understand this, 

and use automated analytical tools 

that are quick to detect anomalies 

in the market that could impact our 

clients’ trading. Thinner liquidity and 

greater volatility in EM mean that 

traders should adhere to a stricter 

trading protocol than in G10 so as to 

not harm participants.”

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT 
INNOVATION 
Electronic product innovation in the 

EM FX trading space is an ongoing 

process. For example, Euronext 

FX has introduced its ‘LSP 0’ 

functionality (Leak Sweep Protection 

with 0 hold time) which performs the 

price check on behalf of the taker 
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Clinton Norton

“Uncontrolled taking can rapidly ruin any good pool of 
liquidity. The volatile nature of EM trading makes it all 
the more important to ensure that takers and makers are 
matched off appropriately in a compatible way.” 
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against its best bid offer (BBO). 

This mechanism protects the maker 

from off market trades while at the 

same time prevents information 

leakage since the taker’s intent to 

trade is not disclosed, says Norton. 

Full amount (FA) trading in EM 

is encouraged to avoid market 

impact, says Norton. “The larger 

FA trade becomes a genuine 

risk transfer to the maker and 

leaves the act of hedging to the 

experienced liquidity provider to 

perform in his own time. Our EM 

FA volumes have more than tripled 

YoY and stand at a record high in 

June 2022. To protect the maker, 

we are creating a lock-in period 

mechanism, adjustable by size and 

currency pair, to ensure a repeat 

trade in the same pair within a 

certain time frame can only go to 

the same liquidity provider. Should 

the same taker come back for more 

before the end of the lock-in, he 

will be sent to the same liquidity 

provider who potentially has not 

yet finished hedging the earlier 

trade,” says Norton. 

CHOICE OF PROVIDER
Norton identifies four important 

factors that should influence the 

choice of EM trading provider – 

speed, liquidity, data driven service, 

and flexible functionality. 

“Speed helps to avoid trading on off 

market quotes. Both sides benefit 

from speed of trading. A taker 

enjoys better fill ratios and a more 

precise execution with fills in line 

with the market at the time of trade. 

Speed allows a maker to be more 

aggressive in his prices without the 

fear of being inadvertently picked 

off or triggering Last Look rejects. 

Speed can be achieved through 

better technology as well as working 

to reduce the distance between 

counterparties trading together,” 

says Norton.

In terms of price discovery, EM 

currencies are best priced by local 

participants who are informed and 

directly involved in the trading 

of their niche EM currency, says 

Norton. “A suitable EM trading 

platform needs the right set of 

specialized liquidity providers on 

board to price accurately and 

aggressively but also needs the 

flexibility to allow them to price on 

their own terms. The platform also 

needs to solve for possible limited 

credit with the street as well as 

technology concerns that can make 

it difficult for remote EM LPs to 

bring their prices to the market.”

Euronext FX employs a local 

liquidity management team, says 

Norton. “We understand the EM 

players, their different needs and 

trading styles and we understand 

the market in which they interact. 

Through regular dialogue with 

both makers and takers, through 

data analysis we share with the 

highest level of transparency 

possible, our LM teams create and 

manage bespoke liquidity pools 

with interests from both sides of the 

trade at heart.”

Understanding the needs of 

clients is one thing but having the 

functionality and the flexibility 

to accommodate multiple trading 

styles simultaneously is crucial, 

says Norton. “This means allowing 

for the expected traditional two-

way last look lit pricing, but also 

providing the capabilities to trade 

via algos, to trade skew-safe, to 

use passive orders (dark or lit) or 

aggressive price taking, to trade 

full amount or sweep, to trade on 

last look or firm liquidity. All these 

trading styles are appropriate in 

certain conditions. It is important 

for EM FX traders to have these 

tools available and understand how 

and when to use them.”

Although remote niche LPs can supply very competitive prices, they often lack the tools to check and monitor the 
quality of takers
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As 360T has developed and grown 

over the last 20+ years, so too has 

the breadth and depth of our suite of 

products and services. Yet the core value 

proposition which we offer to market 

participants still fundamentally remains 

the same — we enable them to lower 

costs, achieve their desired execution 

outcomes and streamline their trading 

operations.

And it is precisely with these aims in 

mind that we have built out our latest 

offering in Base Metals, giving our 

users the opportunity to trade these 

products in a more efficient, automated 

manner while also putting pricing into 

competition to ensure best execution.

Working in close consultation with our 

partners on both the buy-side and the 

sell-side we now offer Outrights and 

Spreads in Aluminium, Copper, Iron 

Ore, Nickel, Tin and Zinc. Until now Base 

Metals have been traded in a highly 

manual manner. The majority of OTC 

activity is executed via voice channels 

or in chats, although there are some 

impressive single bank offerings. The 

challenges facing traders and treasurers 

are familiar ones. Limited transparency 

in the Base Metals market makes 

proving best execution difficult and time 

consuming, while the manual processes 

necessary to trade these products eat up 

valuable time resources on the desk and 

create operational risks across the trade 

lifecycle. Given that we have already 

developed a range of solutions which 

address these exact challenges in the FX 

market, it felt like a natural extension to 

begin applying them to Base Metals too.

360T EXECUTION MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 
Our first foray into this market has 

been built into the 360T Execution 

Management System (EMS). After more 

than six years of significant investment 

into our FX workflow solutions we drew 

upon this experience to replicate the same 

automated processes for Base Metals. 

Connectivity to client OMS and TMS is 

standard but the focus has been on full 

automation with precision timing and 

best execution in mind throughout the 

life cycle, ending with booking. The same 

advanced automated trading tools that 

we have for FX trading, allowing firms to 

conduct low-touch or no-touch trading 

using a tolerance check to ensure that 

their trades are never executed further 

than a pre-defined distance from the 

market midpoint has been adapted for 

Base Metals too. 

We have taken comfort that this is 

a fundamental shift in the way this 

market operates as we observe strong 

investment from many of the biggest 

Market Makers in their e-pricing 

capability of late. Auto-quoting will be 

standard at this time next year, with 

many already capable today. 

The 360T investment doesn’t just stop 

at our EMS. We have approached our 

biggest clients with the concept and the 

interest has been very surprising. The end 

user of Base Metals in particular has been 

very keen to engage and as a result we 

expect to expand the offering into our 

Bridge platform before the year is out. This 

will target in particular Corporate hedgers 

who have similar but often more custom 

requests, including Asia Swaps. More to 

follow on that in Q4.

CONTINUED INVESTMENT
2022 is another big year of investment 

for 360T. We continue to listen to 

our customers and reinvest back into 

the platform, improving the user 

experience of both Maker and Taker. 

Innovation has been a central tenet of 

the 360T culture from the beginning 

but the range of products we have 

expanded into, successfully, over 

the last few years has really made a 

difference to our clients and we will 

continue to develop our offering even 

further in the years to come.

Base Metals: 
Changing the Game
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Simon Jones, Chief Growth Officer at 360T, explains why applying FX 
trading technology to the Base Metals marketplace is likely to be a 
game-changer.

Simon Jones
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Pricing FX Swaps in
the post LIBOR world
By Marco Kuper, CPO at DIGITEC, which is a specialist provider of FX Swaps 

technology and data. It has over 40 bank clients globally, including more than 
50% of the top 50 FX trading firms.
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The adoption of Risk Free Rates 

(RFRs) has impacted FX Swaps pricing 

and driven demand for more flexible, 

robust and configurable pricing 

technology.

THE CONTINUED ADOPTION OF 
RFRS
The start of 2022 brought with it 

a large uptick in the adoption of 

RFRs. Levels of adoption vary across 

currencies, but with USD (SOFR) and 

GBP (SONIA) two large markets show 

high levels of use.  A good source 

to track progress is the ISDA-Clarus 

RFR Adoption Indicator, which shows 

trading in cleared OTC and exchange-

traded interest rate derivatives that 

reference RFRs. This hit a high of nearly 

44% in April 2022. 

This change to RFRs has led to a 

necessary transition in the pricing 

models used for FX Swaps. The 

LIBOR-based instruments like IRS or 

some of the STIR Futures could not 

continue to serve as the foundation, 

and instead overnight rates needed to 

be extracted directly from instruments 

with an RFR underlying. 

THE IMPACT ON FX SWAPS 
PRICING 
The main challenge presented by 

this change is not a mathematical 

one. In fact, reducing the number of 

indices that need to be simultaneously 

calibrated per currency often reduces 

the complexity of the system. No longer 

does the FRA/OIS-basis need to be 

managed and monitored to build the 

overnight curve.

At DIGITEC we observed that the main 

challenge (and therefore the cost) of 

this transition in the pricing model 

was vastly different depending on the 

quality of the pricing system in place. 

Systems with non-configurable defaults 

or those that relied heavily on hand-

crafted formulas, such as Excel-based 

system, are proving to be a bottleneck 

in this phase. This transition comes at a 

time when we see bid-offer spreads at 

record lows. The market has become so 

competitive that near-choice prices are 

necessary to compete for the business 

of the end-client. 

The challenges presented by these 

extremely tight spreads become 

obvious in times of market movements. 

In the past, small movements were 

usually covered by the trader’s bid-

offer spread, giving them time to react 

and adjust. In the liquid currencies 

Marco Kuper

EXPERT OPINION

that show these tight spreads today, 

this cushion has now been largely 

eliminated, especially with high levels 

of volatility in the market created by 

central bank activity.

BETTER PRICING MODELS USING 
DATA FROM MULTIPLE ASSET 
CLASSES
This leads to a need for faster pricing 

models that quickly adjust when the 

market starts to move. Models that 

solely rely on FX Swap prices published 

by brokers are particularly vulnerable, 

as these data points are not only 

among the last to update in times of 

movement, they also do not cover 

relevant points such as the central bank 

dates that show the largest effect.

Modern pricing models require the 

speed and accuracy that can only be 

found in efficient and transparent 

markets. A reliable source for such data 

is the STIR Futures market. Instruments 

like the one-month and three-month 

USD SOFR Futures or the still prevalent 

three-month EURIBOR Futures need 

to form the backbone of FX Swaps 

pricing. They do however need to be 

supplemented with market data from 

other assets, creating the need for a 

pricing model that is able to combine 

multiple assets into a cohesive model. 

While the short end of the curve 

is based on Futures, the long end 

required to price Cross-Currency Swaps 

will need to be built out of Swaps. 

Here, the effect of the LIBOR transition 

can again be observed. 

Previously, practically all the liquidity 

was found in the IRS market. With 

LIBOR being phased out, this is 

changing. Some markets, such as 

GBP, already show almost all liquidity 

in long-dated OIS, while others are 

transitioning (USD) or lagging behind 

(EUR). This highlights the need to 

be able to quickly adjust the pricing 

models once the liquidity has shifted. 

The central output of this model is an 

overnight curve that combines sudden 

shifts at central bank dates with a 

smoother curve in other places.  

Building accurate interest rate curves 

using market data is far from trivial. 

A good system however will make 

this process easier by quality checking 

inputs then presenting the trader with 

pre-configured market conventions, 

requiring minimal manual intervention 

after the initial setup. This includes 

automatic inference of the currently 

prevalent central bank hikes and cuts, 

cross-asset validation and control of the 

prices made available to e-trading.

MANAGING CAPACITY
Modern real-time pricing models not 

only need to be easily configurable, 

but also need to be able to cope with 

the high number of updates coming 

from data sources such as Futures. This 

comes on top of the computationally 

more demanding pricing of RFR indices 

(with daily granularity), as opposed to 

the typical three-month LIBOR. Pricing 

engines not specifically designed for 

these capacity challenges can grind to 

a halt when put under this load, as is 

often the case for those based on Excel.

INCREASED GLOBAL ACCESS TO 
FX SWAPS PRICING 
In the past, building a cross-asset pricing 

model optimised for real-time pricing/e-

trading coupled with a user interface 

that enables multiple traders to work 

efficiently has been a costly and lengthy 

endeavour. Such a setup has therefore 

been out of reach for many of the 

mid-size and regional FX Swaps Market 

Makers until now.

Use of the Cloud has increased access 

for a larger group of Market Makers 

around the world, removing the need to 

rely on Excel.  At DIGITEC we have made 

D3 available as an easy-to-integrate 

SaaS solution, further reducing the need 

for expensive development work. Tools 

such as D3 allow for the construction 

of pricing models in a no-code fashion. 

It exposes the latest pricing methods 

via modular building blocks, letting a 

quant or trader focus on building an 

accurate pricing model that works for 

their institution. The required speed, 

correctness and market standards are 

baked in.

The pricing models are exposed to the 

trader’s day-to-day usage via the D3 

sheets module, which has been honed 

over many years to ensure fast access 

to prices and efficient management of 

multiple currencies at once.

AND FINALLY…..
Driven by RFRs and tight bid/offer 

spreads, combined with the need to 

capture and process ever more data 

from multiple asset classes, the pace 

of change in FX Swaps is accelerating. 

Using Excel or relying on old inflexible 

systems is no longer acceptable, in 

a world where even smaller Market 

Makers are now implementing more 

flexible, robust and configurable pricing 

technology.

D3 pricing engine
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LSEG’s (London Stock Exchange Group) acquisition of Refinitiv 
is already proving to be a new chapter for this market leading 
business. e-Forex speaks to Neill Penney about how the move 
has meant a recommitment to the FX community and an 
opportunity to provide new, innovative products and services 
which will bring tangible benefits to improve the customer 
trading experience, in addition to benefiting the wider 
industry as a whole.
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Neill Penney

With Neill Penney, 
Group Head of FX 

at LSEG 

THE e-FOREX INTERVIEW
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Neill, please give us a brief overview 

of how the LSEG business is 

structured and the comprehensive 

suite of trading platforms, data and 

compliance tools that it offers to FX 

market participants?  

Within the Capital Markets division 

we have two trading venues: 

Matching and FXall. FXall helps 

customers trade with their banks, 

while Matching enables banks 

and other market makers to trade 

with each other. Matching plays an 

important role in the structure of 

the FX market, it has primary market 

status and as such, it is trusted by 

the industry for price discovery and 

for reference data. Matching also 

feeds into the WM/R benchmark 

(the 4pm fix), an industry standard 

benchmark trusted across the global 

FX community. This sits in our Data & 

Analytics division, which also boasts 

Workspace. Workspace provides 

customers with news, market 

data across all asset classes, and 

analytical tools to inform their trading 

decisions. 

Looking more broadly, part of 

LSEG’s Data & Analytics business 

distributes real time and non-real 

time data to banks and buyside 

participants globally. It is the pre-

trade information our customers need 

to help them understand where the 

market is, formulate their trading 

strategies, and be able to trade at the 

right time. This takes customers to 

FXall and Matching, where they can 

complete their trades. Finally, LSEG’s 

Post Trade division includes LCH 

ForexClear, a market leading clearer 

of NDFs which has also recently 

started clearing FX options and FX 

swaps. 

Some of the linkages between these 

services are more established than 

others, and some we’re working on 

as the FX market evolves. There is a 

clear link between our desktop and 

trading venues, with orders going 

through our FX trading desktop to 

our trading venues. Our desktops 

give us a notable footprint in the 

market which attracts unique 

liquidity into our venues. In turn, 

the venues being more liquid creates 

better market data, which makes our 

market data more relevant to our 

customers. 

We’re also improving connectivity 

between our trading and clearing 

services. Last year, we announced 

FXall is expanding traders’ access to 

cleared workflows for FX OTC trades 

by building connectivity to LCH 

ForexClear, enabling customers who 

have traded on FXall and wish to 

clear on LCH ForexClear to have their 

trades sent through automatically.  

As LSEG matures and the market 

evolves, we will find more of these 

connections because we understand 

the importance our customers 

place on well-designed end-to-end 

solutions.

What do you see as the biggest 

challenges currently facing the FX 

market and where will the industry 

find the solutions to them? 

There are two key challenges – 

‘something old’ and ‘something 

new’. The ‘something old’ is the 

continued industry focus on moving 

towards greater automation, driven 

by a number of factors. The pressures 

on our customers to trade with less 

risk and more efficiency continue 

unabated, while the impact of the 

pandemic has increased the demand 

for greater automation. 

With most small tickets automated, 

the challenge facing the industry now 

is to automate the big tickets. Algos 

are the solution the market is moving 

towards. This introduces additional 

hurdles to overcome such as how 

customers can fit algos into their 

trading workflows and how to ensure 

they can control what the algo is 

doing if market conditions change 

during its execution. This is something 

we are currently working on, looking 

for solutions that work uniformly 
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With Neill Penney, Group Head of FX at LSEG 

across all the algo providers that a 

given buyside customer may use.

The ‘something new’ is that for the 

first time in a long time, the foreign 

exchange market has become volatile 

and interesting. Central Banks are 

starting to raise interest rates, they’re 

not coordinated in their increases, 

and currencies are starting to move. 

For many customers, particularly on 

the buyside, paying attention to FX 

risk and FX hedging requirements 

is going to be more important than 

it has been in previous years. We 

expect to see a growing interest in 

FX hedging solutions and a greater 

need on the part of many buyside 

participants to hedge more fully than 

they have been doing in the past few 

years. 

You have said in the past that 

regulation is the key enabler for 

moving markets forward. In what 

ways can you see those involved 

with designing and deploying 

technology working closer with 

regulators to help the FX global 

community to evolve and tackle 

future challenges? 

This can be seen more clearly in 

emerging markets, particularly 

in Asia. Emerging markets have 

embarked on their regulatory reform 

processes, especially for e-commerce, 

later than in Europe or the US. 

Therefore, there are already examples 

of reform in place and these countries 

are in a position where they can pick 

and choose which models are best 

suited to their local markets. They 

can also work with infrastructure 

providers, such as ourselves, to 

accelerate their country’s adoption 

of new technologies that support 

adherence to the new regulatory 

regimes, and thereby drive increased 

efficiency and market modernisation. 

For example, Indonesia is currently 

moving through a process of 

regulatory transformation.  We are 

working with Bank of Indonesia 

and the local market to support 

and facilitate this effort. Last year 

we launched Matching and we are 

now in the process of incorporating 

a new legal entity in Indonesia as 

required by the new regulations. It 

is a good example of how regulators 

are able to work with infrastructure 

providers to ensure the needs of 

market participants are met as the 

regulations go-live. These changes 

will facilitate the development of 

electronic FX trading in Indonesia. 

More broadly, this process is going 

to recur in other countries in Asia 

over the next decade as increasing 

numbers of countries undertake a 

process of regulatory reform.

Our regional spotlight in this edition 

of e-Forex is focusing on the growth 

of e-FX in Singapore where Refinitiv 

recently launched NDF Matching. 

Why is this an important initiative for 

LSEG and how does it fit into your 

overall growth strategy for Asia? 

The Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS) has been running 

a programme for the past few 

years with the goal of establishing 

Singapore as the centre for foreign 

exchange execution in Asia. To 

help achieve this, they created a 

programme to attract banks, non-

bank market makers, and venue 

operators into Singapore. It’s a strong 

example of how the public sector and 

the private sector can work together 

THE e-FOREX INTERVIEW

How FX works at LSEG

Trade Performance Reporting (TPR) allows our customers to analyse their trade execution, identify new opportuni-
ties to improve their trade performance, enhance their provider selection and demonstrate best execution
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to build a better foreign exchange 

market.

NDF trading in Asia is currently under-

served in terms of venue providers. 

Meanwhile, we already have a large 

presence in Asia and a large desktop 

franchise, which is why many of our 

customers asked us to provide our 

own solution for NDF trading. So 

we’re particularly excited that with 

the FX technology renewal now 

taking place under LSEG’s ownership, 

we have the ability to step in and 

serve this part of the market with 

the launch of our NDF Matching 

platform.

An important part of our core 

offering is that this solution will be 

cleared only. This means all trades on 

the NDF platform will be cleared via 

its integration into LCH ForexClear. 

We believe this is a genuine step 

forward for the industry. While 

electronic trading is valuable and 

clearing is valuable, until now they’ve 

been separate processes. The addition 

of clearing into the trading venue 

itself delivers a cleaner venue in terms 

of improved liquidity and improved 

credit efficiency. 

It becomes easier for customers 

to onboard to the venue as they 

only need to put into the venue 

the credit they have with their 

clearing broker, compared with the 

traditional requirement of setting 

up individual credit lines with each 

of their counterparties. There is less 

administrative work so it’s much 

easier to onboard.  Credit is used 

more efficiently and accurately 

because counterparties don’t need 

to over-allocate truly available credit 

across those multiple lines, as they 

do now.

Transparency is also improved: an 

order that goes into NDF Matching 

will be visible and available to all 

market participants. Matching plays 

an important role in helping price 

discovery across the industry, and it 

becomes even more valuable in this 

case because everybody sees exactly 

the same market, without filtering 

due to credit considerations. A final 

advantage is that the cost of clearing 

can be built into the bid-ask spread. 

This means customers will have a 

clearer sense of the total cost to 

execute and clear than previously. 

Credit in the FX industry has 

traditionally been under-priced and 

clearing helps the industry fix this.

NDF Matching is genuinely innovative: 

there is currently no other cleared NDF 

platform by a major infrastructure 

provider in the FX market. 

Once the NDF venue is live in Asia, 

we will start offering other trading 

capabilities from Singapore. We 

will be moving certain pairs in Spot 

Matching, as well as certain pairs in 

Forwards Matching, into Singapore 

at the right time. We will also move 

FX Price Stream to Singapore from its 

current location in Tokyo. 

What plans does LSEG have for 

re-platforming its FX venues onto 

its core technology stack and what 

benefits will that bring? 

At the heart of LSEG’s commitment to 

the FX industry is the re-platforming 

of our FX venues onto the same 

technology that LSEG uses to drive 

the London Stock Exchange and 
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Turquoise. We believe this technology 

runs around 10 times faster, an order 

of magnitude performance increase. 

We started work on re-platforming 

early in 2021.  Our first product 

release on the new technology stack 

will be the middle of next year with 

the NDF venue in Singapore. The 

re-platforming is expected to be 

completed by the end of 2024. 

It’s an ambitious programme and 

a very big investment. Customers 

will see a multiple of benefits, all 

of which are significant. The most 

immediate will be this upgrade 

in performance. Historically, the 

performance of our platforms has not 

increased as the markets have gotten 

faster, and so we have lagged behind. 

Re-platforming addresses this and 

moves us to beyond where the FX 

market needs to be currently. 

Re-platforming also gives us a 

greater ability to add new products 

and the flexibility to locate venues 

nearer to where our customers are. 

These capabilities come together 

with the new NDF Matching venue 

in Singapore. Hosting in Singapore 

will significantly reduce latency for 

our Asia based customers. This is 

something we were not able to do 

with the old technology. 

We will also inherit a set of advanced 

order types and other product 

features from our services on the 

equity side of LSEG. We will start 

by introducing order types such as 

pegs and discretion orders. Looking 

further forward, Turquoise has many 

sophisticated order types for block 

execution. These are now within our 

gift as we evolve our venue offering 

to the changing needs of the FX 

market. 

Re-platforming also simplifies the 

basics, such as connectivity, for our 

customers. We can now provide one 

pipe for all of our customers’ FX 

execution needs across our multiple 

technology venues. Our customers 

face challenges with the costs of 

integration and maintenance of 

connections, so being able to make 

just one connection to access these 

venues is a huge benefit.

The final benefit is our increased 

agility. The FX market is constantly 

evolving and identifying new types 

of execution that market participants 

would like to try. Moving to a unified 

platform built around a modern 

architecture means we can better 

facilitate this. We want to be future 

proof so that as the market evolves 

and we see new opportunities or our 

customers have new needs, we will 

be able to react quicker than before. 

Our NDF platform in Singapore is a 

first concrete illustration in bringing 

together these concepts: it’s a 

product we’ve never covered before, 

it’s where we wanted to locate it 

geographically and we were able to 

add it into a very busy work stream 

on an overall re-platforming of all our 

FX venues.

Can you give an example of how 

LSEG’s e-FX solutions are helping to 

solve many of the challenges of fast 

evolving FX workflows? 

The design goal of FXall is to help 

buyside customers organise and 

execute their FX trades with their 

banks. As the market evolves, our 

buyside customers want to try more 

sophisticated strategies. However, the Our clients are able to access greater liquidity and manage their risk with FX Matching

FXall is a completely flexible trading platform that gives seamless access to rich data and smart tools

Our desktop Workspace provides customers with news, market data across all asset classes, 
analytical tools and additional content to inform their trading decisions

With Neill Penney, Group Head of FX at LSEG 
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plumbing of the industry is very much 

set in a simple RFQ model at the 

moment. It’s essentially unchanged 

from the 1999-2001 period when eFX 

first took off. The work we’re doing 

is to help the industry move forward 

from there. We want to enable our 

customers to try more sophisticated 

trading techniques and yet not to fall 

back into manual trading because the 

industry plumbing doesn’t support 

this level of complexity. 

For example, we have been working 

on  a new execution workflow called 

“Forwards First Fixing”. This capability 

is for customers who want to trade FX 

Forwards competitively and then give the 

winner the spot leg to trade at the WM/R 

fix. The result of that is the customer gets 

the industry benchmark fix for the spot 

portion together with best execution on 

the forward points. It’s a complicated 

workflow. Our challenge as an 

infrastructure provider is to do this in a way 

that doesn’t impact pricing automation 

and straight through processing. To 

ensure we deliver the benefits of this 

workflow without the potential problems, 

we’ve been working closely with both 

our buyside customers and our banks. 

This includes not just thinking through 

the technology side, but in agreeing 

protocols so that both counterparties are 

comfortable with handling the market risk 

between agreeing the forward points and 

the fixing time.

We’re very proud of the solution that 

we’ve developed. It is innovative and 

will genuinely move the state of the 

market forward while retaining the 

full automation that people get from 

a simple RFQ.  

What are going to be the key 

technology, trading and FX business 

focus areas for many market 

participants over the next few years 

and where will LSEG be looking to 

make further investments to meet 

those requirements and to deliver 

greater value for your clients? 

The key trend for the industry 

continues to be pressure on all 

industry participants to do more with 

less. Participants need to address a 

wide set of challenges. They need to 

increase their trading profitability; 

to increase their trading efficiency; 

to reduce trading risk; to increase 

their auditability; to get a better 

understanding of their trading 

performance; to use increasing 

advanced trading methodologies; and 

to adopt new technologies such as 

algos and clearing. And many need 

to do all this while spending the 

same, or less, on their trading desks 

than the previous year. It’s a lot to 

tackle, and most of our customers are 

looking for strong strategic partners 

to help them.

This is how we organise our thinking, 

around serving our customers’ needs, 

understanding the problems they 

have and developing ways that we 

can help them. For many of our 

customers, the priority is to find 

end-to-end solutions that simplify 

this complexity and minimise total 

cost of ownership. Other customers 
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AT THE HEART OF LSEG’S 
COMMITMENT TO THE 

FX INDUSTRY IS THE RE-
PLATFORMING OF OUR FX 
VENUES ONTO THE SAME 

TECHNOLOGY THAT LSEG USES 
TO DRIVE THE LONDON STOCK 

EXCHANGE AND TURQUOISE

With Neill Penney, Group Head of FX at LSEG 

WE’RE VERY OPTIMISTIC 
ABOUT THE FUTURE OF 
THE FX MARKET AND THE 
VALUE WE CAN BRING TO 
IT LOOKING FORWARD
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With Neill Penney, Group Head of FX at LSEG 

are looking to assemble ‘best of 

breed’ solutions by buying individual 

components and integrating them 

together. Our goal is to be able to 

serve both types of customer.

Our current re-platforming work is 

critical to be able to continue serving 

the FX community.  It will enable 

us to provide our customers with 

higher performance, simpler trading 

platforms that continue to evolve 

with their needs.  

Building on top of this new 

technology, by working more 

closely with our customers to 

understand their workflows, we 

can provide advanced solutions that 

knit together our capabilities in 

more tailored ways. I see this as an 

increasing part of what we can do 

for our customers going forward. 

It enables customers to access all 

the advantages of our innovation, 

delivered in a way that enables 

them to easily digest it into their 

own organisations and workflows.

And finally, I continue to believe 

that the FX market is an amazing 

market. The FX community is 

unparalleled in that it thinks 

together and works together on a 

global basis.  The FX Global Code 

of Conduct is a perfect example 

of this. And most importantly, it’s 

a vibrant market that continues to 

grow. We’re very optimistic about 

the future of the FX market and 

the value we can bring to it looking 

forward.

As LSEG matures and the market evolves, we will find more linkages like the one we have with 
LCH ForexClear because we know just how important convenient, end-to-end solutions are for our customers

The sense of community in FX is important, which is why we’ve held customer events in Singapore and London
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Singapore
Exploring the extraordinary regional growth 
in electronic FX trading and the progressive 

regulatory environment that is facilitating it.
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REGIONAL e-FX PERSPECTIVE

Vivek Shankar

Im
age by Shutterstock

Rapid technological improvement and an environment that fosters electronic innovation are boosting
e-FX volumes in Singapore. How are service providers, regulators, and exchanges reacting to client
needs? Vivek Shankar investigates.
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2019 Triennial Central Bank Survey 

ranked Singapore third behind London 

and New York when evaluating FX 

turnover, slightly ahead of Hong Kong. 

Three years on, Singapore has made 

massive strides in closing the gap to 

the first two places on that list.

In April 2021, The Singapore Foreign 

Exchange Market Committee (SFEMC) 

also announced the results of its 

semi-annual survey of FX volume in 

Singapore which found that average 

daily reported FX turnover was 13% 

higher than October in 2020. This 

underlines the city-state’s growing 

importance in the FX world and 

success that the Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS) has had in positioning 

it as a leading FX trading hub.

A MAS spokesperson explains, “Since 

2013, Singapore has been Asia’s 

largest FX trading center and the third-

largest globally, by volume. In recent 

years, the position of Singapore’s FX 

industry has been further bolstered 

by the development of e-trading 

infrastructure by key global players.”

GROWTH DRIVERS
Singapore’s geographical location has 

played a role in its rise as a financial 

hub. The city-state offers proximity 

to Asian clients, helping banks fulfill 

growing FX service needs in the 

region. MAS points to Asia’s export 

and import volumes as evidence of a 

fast-growing FX market.

Asian exports were two-fifths 

of worldwide volumes in 2021. 

The continent imported a third of 

worldwide imports in the same year. 

Asia attracted more than half of 

foreign direct investment (FDI) flows 

in 2020. Increased electronification 

in FX trading workflows has helped 

Singapore capture the majority of 

trading volumes. 

Electronic workflows help market 

participants centralize and consolidate 

their sales and pricing in a single 

venue. An MAS spokesperson 

E-FX TRADING HUBS CONTINUE TO BE ESTABLISHED IN 
SINGAPORE

MAS continues to collaborate with institutions to help launch their e-FX 

hubs in the city-state, underlining how geographically well-positioned 

Singapore is to offer low latency connections to regional markets and 

the sophisticated technical infrastructure it has to offer.

For example Deutsche Bank has launched an e-FX pricing engine 

in Singapore, strengthening the firm’s ability to offer best-in-class 

execution in EM currencies and NDFs. Nomura preceded them, 

launching its e-FX pricing engine in the city-state in May 2021. Nomura 

highlighted the ease of plugging their solution into Singapore’s 

infrastructure, giving their clients the ability to quickly access top-notch 

execution in NDFs and G10 spot. Meanwhile, RBC Capital Markets and 

Northern Trust are two other firms that have launched e-FX pricing 

engines and servers in Singapore whilst Integral has launched its 

IntegralFX service in SG1 becoming the first complete cloud-based 

FX SaaS platform in the data center.The growing interest in trading 

emerging market currencies combined with Singapore’s leading 

position as Asia’s regional FX hub is expected to see NDF volumes in 

the region continue to grow rapidly. LSEG has recently launched its 

NDF Matching platform in Singapore to meet the growing needs of FX 

market participants in the region. It is currently establishing integration 

test environments for NDF Matching with a view to go live in summer 

2023. As Singapore’s technological sophistication grows, more firms 

will undoubtedly follow suit as they rush to satisfy demand emanating 

from Asia.

Results of Singapore FX and FX Derivatives Market Turnover Survey April 2021
Source: The Singapore Foreign Exchange Market Committee (SFEMC)
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Deutsche Bank

#PositiveImpact

Deutsche Bank voted Overall Market 
Leader in the 2022 Euromoney FX Survey:

–  #1 Overall Market Share

–  #1 for Swaps (unadjusted)

–  #1 for Options

–  #1 for Precious Metals

–  #1 for Overall Electronic FX

–  #1 for Emerging Market volume

 (unadjusted swaps)

–  #1 for Banks (incl. Best for Service, 
Salesforce and Research)

–  #1 for Non-financial corporates

Deutsche Bank ranked #1 in 26 of 52  
categories, see the full list at db.com/fx

2022 Global FX
Market Leader
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pointed out that Western and Asian 

multinational corporations house their 

regional headquarters in Singapore, 

making it a base for risk management 

and treasury functions.

“Second, the critical mass of Singapore-

based banks, asset managers, insurers, 

and treasury centers, alongside 

platforms and high-frequency traders, 

form a deep pool of liquidity across 

diverse currencies,” they added.

Singapore’s proximity to the majority 

of Asian market participants also 

ensures low latency. MAS notes that 

some market participants reported 

round-trip time savings of up to 400 

milliseconds by executing orders in 

Singapore. Thanks to low latency and 

better execution, higher trade/fill ratios 

are easy to achieve. In turn, client 

demand increases due to better service 

standards.

However, location alone does not 

explain Singapore’s explosive growth 

in the e-FX world. This position is a 

result of careful planning on the MAS’s 

part. The launch of the FX E-trading 

Ecosystem in 2018 was instrumental 

in positioning Singapore as a pillar of 

exceptional execution services.

“MAS launched an FX E-trading (FXET) 

Ecosystem initiative in 2018 to catalyze 

the growth of the e-FX market in 

Singapore,” an MAS spokesperson 

explains. “At the time, although the 

bulk of e-FX sales and trading desks 

for the Asia timezone was based in 

Singapore, pricing and matching were 

done in other centers such as New 

York and London.”

This situation led to lengthy order 

routing, leading to Asian market 

participants experiencing poor execution 

quality. As global demand grew, the 

TALKING CBDCS, BLOCKCHAIN, 
AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES 
WITH MAS

Fintech is a broad sector 

encompassing several applications. 

While consumer-facing fintech 

has gained mainstream attention, 

fintech is rapidly changing how 

firms execute FX trade workflows. 

The MAS has played an instrumental 

role in encouraging the growth of 

the fintech ecosystem, along with 

the use of innovative tech such as 

blockchain.

A MAS spokesperson explains 

that the authority is adopting 

a technology-neutral, risk-

appropriate stance when 

approaching innovation. MAS 

collaborates with the fintech 

and financial industry to explore 

blockchain use cases, offers grants, 

and boosts talent development 

schemes.

WHOLESALE CBDCS OFFER 
IMMENSE POTENTIAL
CBDCs have garnered a great deal 

of attention lately. MAS approaches 

the topic by differentiating between 

retail and wholesale CBDCs. A 

spokesperson for the authority 

clarified that while the case for 

a retail CBDC is not compelling 

currently, MAS is keeping an open 

mind.

To ensure their ability to issue retail 

CBDCs in the future, the regulator 

is developing relevant technical 

infrastructure via Project Orchid. 

Wholesale CBDCs are far more 

attractive to the MAS, given their 

uses in cross-border payments and 

trade finance.

The spokesperson mentioned that 

the MAS has been experimenting 

with blockchain and DLT solutions 

since 2016 in collaboration with 

other like-minded central banks and 

the private sector. Initiatives such 

as Project Ubin inspired JP Morgan, 

DBS Bank, and Temasek to jointly 

establish Partior, a commercial 

blockchain-based multi-currency 

interbank clearing and settlement 

network.

“MAS continues to encourage 

FinTech innovation in this space 

and is partnering with the Bank for 

International Settlements Innovation 

Hub, Reserve Bank of Australia, Bank 

Negara Malaysia, and South African 

Reserve Bank on Project Dunbar,” 

the spokesperson said. “The project 

developed a blueprint for a multi-

CBDC platform, which will allow 

financial institutions to transact 

directly with each other in the digital 

currencies issued by the participating 

central banks.”

MAS also collaborated with Banque 

de France on an experiment 

exploring automated market-

making and liquidity management 

for cross-border payment and 

settlement. The experiment was 

supported by J.P. Morgan’s Onyx and 

simulated cross-border transactions 

involving multiple CBDCs (m-CBDC) 

on a common network between 

Singapore and France.

THE CRYPTO QUESTION
Regulators worldwide have 

begun grappling with legislating 

cryptocurrencies following 

cataclysmic events in those markets. 

Citing the example of the recent 

Terra/Luna meltdown, a MAS 

spokesperson stated that MAS 

frowns on cryptocurrencies as 

investments for retail investors.

“They (cryptocurrencies) are unlikely 

to perform the functions of money 

as prices of such instruments are 

subject to sharp speculative swings, 

and they have no fundamental 

value,” the spokesperson said. 

“However, MAS recognizes that 

the technology underpinning 

cryptocurrencies and the broader 

crypto phenomenon could be 

transformative for finance.”

The applications of blockchain, 

tokenization and cryptography can 

jointly enable the fractionalization 

of high-value assets and the 

monetization of previously locked 

assets. These use cases can unlock 

new economic value and deliver 

frictionless financial services, goals 

that MAS is keen on achieving. 

“MAS recently launched Project 

Guardian, a collaborative initiative 

with the financial industry to 

explore the economic potential 

and value-adding use cases of 

asset tokenization,” explains a MAS 

spokesperson. “The first industry 

pilot led by DBS Bank Ltd., JP 

Morgan, and Marketnode (an SGX-

Temasek joint venture) involves the 

creation of a permissioned liquidity 

pool comprising tokenized bonds 

and deposits.”

The regulator continues to test 

industry initiatives under Project 

Guardian and explores the feasibility 

of asset tokenization in the markets. 

This forward-thinking approach will 

undoubtedly serve Singapore well as 

innovative technology continues to 

make its way into FX workflows and 

beyond.

FXET Ecosystem grew, attracting waves 

of LPs and liquidity takers. The MAS 

states that more than 20 participants 

have set up FX pricing and matching 

engines in Singapore, with the FXET 

Ecosystem including a mix of LPs, 

liquidity takers, MDPs, and IDPs.

Market participant interest in leveraging 

Singapore’s role as an eFX trading hub 

in Asian time zones is only growing. 

MAS is well aware of this demand and 

is working to improve infrastructure 

and regulation that boosts growth. 

“We are working with the industry to 

draw in more platforms and participants 

through our FXET grant scheme and 

look forward to further improving 

liquidity and trade execution for our 

market,” an MAS spokesperson said.

These efforts are in conjunction with 

the Singapore Economic Development 

Board’s efforts to position the city-state 

as the leading corporate treasury hub 

in the ASEAN region. The government 

offers incentives such as a tax rate of 

eight percent on income derived from 

finance and treasury services. Firms 

offering international fund and treasury 

management, corporate finance and 

advisory, investment research, and credit 

control benefit from this policy.

Singapore also attracts the majority of 

fintech funding in the ASEAN region. A 

report by PwC and the Singapore Fintech 

Association highlighted that companies 

in the city-state received 51 percent 

of funding in the region. This interest 

has a knock-on effect on the technical 

infrastructure that supports e-FX services. 

Other initiatives, such as defining five 

digital banking licenses SWIFT GPI’s 

integration with the local Fast and Secure 

Transfers (FAST) service, have led to a 

robust digital finance ecosystem that only 

boosts Singapore’s desirability as an e-FX 

service destination.

Singapore – Exploring the extraordinary regional growth in electronic FX trading
REGIONAL e-FX PERSPECTIVE
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KC Lam

Singapore – Exploring the extraordinary regional growth in electronic FX trading

SGX REMAINS IN DRIVER’S
SEAT AS CNH AND INR
DEMAND GROWS
Demonstrating deep liquidity,

transparent pricing, and low

execution costs, the Singapore

Exchange’s (SGX Group) FX

markets are another regional

hotbed of activity. SGX is Asia’s

largest USD clearing house and

the largest RMB clearing house

in the world outside China.

Thanks to offering a multitude of

execution and trading protocols

such as off-exchange blocks and

CLOB electronic trading, SGX FX

is many traders’ go-to choice.

“We have witnessed consistent

growth in demand from the

macro funds and CTA community

along with a spike in demand

via brokers and agencies,” says

KC Lam, Global Head of Rates

and FX, FICC at SGX. “The

growth has a broad base with

a noticeable increase in trading

from the West.”

Lam also points to significant

activit y from commodity hedgers,

funds and banks - including the

direct participation from banks

and their agency business. Lam

points to SGX’s CNH and INR

futures as the most prolific

instruments on the exchange.

SGX’s RMB futures posted a

record monthly volume of USD

154.9 billion in May 2022 while

its INR futures recorded daily

volume of USD 4.69 billion and

record open interest of USD 3.78

billion on 22 April 2022.

The INR and CNH FX futures

contracts, which are SGX’s

flagship FX futures products,

are amongst the top 10 most

traded listed FX futures contracts

globally, based on average daily

volume in 2019-2021.

“Our Korean Won and Taiwan

dollar futures contracts are

gaining traction as key FX

levels get tested,” Lam says. In

May 2022, SGX’s Korean Won

contracts posted a monthly

traded volume of USD 1.62

billion, while its Taiwan dollar

contracts’ monthly traded volume

stood at USD 235.7 million.

SGX also offers the most liquid

trading venue for USD/SGD

futures, with monthly traded

volume of USD 1.73 billion in May

2022. With its growing relevance

and liquidity in Asian FX futures,

SGX is attracting more traders

who are focused on trading

multiple Asian currencies 

onexchange.

As SA-CCR and UMR Phase 6

come into force, exchange trading

activity has increased. Lam notes

that several market participants

turned to SGX to hedge their FX

risk. “The notable increase in

trading activity in FX blocks across

SGX’s listed FX products points to

how traders are finding it easier

to transact several contracts on

SGX without negatively impacting

market prices,” he says. “We

have also seen interest from

asset managers in tapping our FX

futures liquidity using EFPs and

EFR facilities.”

Lam notes that demand from

asset management end-clients

seeking more capital-efficient

format in trading and hedging FX

exposure is increasing.

In March 2022, SGX added

USD/INR month-end futures to

complement its flagship INR/USD

offering, a move that strengthens

the exchange’s Indian Rupee

derivatives ecosystem and enables

participants to engage in crossproduct

strategies in a highly capital-efficient 

format.

“We continue to receive clients’

requests from time to time for us

to list new contracts, and this is

something that we always work

closely with the market to validate

and review the need and scope

for new products and solutions

that best serve their needs,” Lam

added. He also points to SGX’s

commitment in helping clients

navigate regulatory changes as a

key reason for sustained volumes.

“We are committed to helping

clients understand regulatory

developments,” he says. In

December 2021, SGX hosted a

panel discussion on UMR Phase

6 at the FIA Asia event, engaging

speakers from State Street,

Cassini Systems, and HESTA

SuperFund, to drive education on

the newest UMR requirements.

In the past couple of years, SGX

has also introduced enhancements

that help market participants

maintain a competitive foothold.

The exchange acquired BidFX and

MaxxTrader in 2020 and 2021

respectively, paving the way for

a unified access point for FX OTC

and listed futures in the region.
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Global investors, banks and brokers 
can now manage the challenges of 
currency risks exposure and keep 
abreast of global regulatory changes 
anywhere, and at any time.

Asia’s largest and most 
liquid FX derivatives 
marketplace
The leading FX marketplace in 
OTC and Listed FX

Singapore Exchange
sgx.com/fx
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BUYSIDE SPOTLIGHT

A 2019 EY survey of treasurers 

and global treasury stakeholders 

marked Singapore as a preferred hub 

for treasury management in Asia. 

Conglomerates such as Samsung, 

Johnson & Johnson, Disney, and BMW 

have set up regional treasury centers in 

the city-state.

As digitalization demands have grown 

since the COVID pandemic, treasury 

infrastructure service providers in the 

region have evolved to meet demand. 

When asked about new trends in the 

space, Greg O’Sullivan, Head of 360T 

ANZ Region and Head of Sales ASEAN 

and Institutional Sales, APAC at eFX 

trading solutions provider 360T, offers 

an interesting perspective.

“It’s less that new trends are emerging 

amongst corporate treasuries, and more 

that existing ones have accelerated 

recently,” he says. He highlights the 

shift towards electronic trade workflows 

as an example. “We’ve seen treasuries’ 

FX flows in Singapore shifting towards 

electronic channels — not just in Spot 

FX but also in more complex products 

like NDFs and Options — and this has 

definitely picked up pace since the start 

of the pandemic.”

“And we’ve repeatedly seen, both in FX 

and other asset classes,” he continues, 

“that the direction of travel is one 

way — once people get comfortable 

trading certain FX products, pairs and 

sizes electronically, they don’t tend to 

go back.”

LARGER FX FLOWS
As the demand for electronification 

grows, products that help corporates 

boost efficiency and productivity are in 

high demand. O’Sullivan explains that 

this demand comes from treasurers 

managing increasingly large FX flows. 

“The specific technological features 

required tend to vary from firm to firm, 

but a broader theme that we hear 

over and over again is that treasurers 

are tasked with handling larger FX 

flows without seeing a corresponding 

increase in headcount on the desk,” 

he says.

“Boosting efficiency and productivity” 

is a broad category of needs. What 

are some of the specific demands 

that service providers have to cater 

to? O’Sullivan points to examples like 

systems linking intra-group requests 

to central treasuries, execution 

management, and local markets 

currency trading workflows.

“360T’s clients can increase efficiency 

via I-TEX, which is a fully-fledged 

intra-group trading system for 

corporate treasurers,” he says. “It 

enables the linking and routing of 

subsidiary requests to the central 

treasury and is tailored to standardize 

and optionally automate internal 

hedge and funding requests from 

global subsidiaries to the corporate in-

house bank.” Treasurers can determine 

trade execution methods and 

processing while booking and sending 

allocations at a granular level. 

Trading local markets and restricted 

currencies is a significant concern 

for most treasurers, including in 

Singapore O’Sullivan says. So service 

providers that offer a global network 

of banks and liquidity specialists, such 

as 360T, are in high demand. 

AUTOMATION, EXECUTION, AND 
RISK MANAGEMENT
Automation is one of the biggest 

efficiency drivers in FX workflows. It 

plays a huge role in helping treasurers 

limit operational risks and prioritize 

tasks.

“An important thing to understand 

though is that “automation” isn’t an 

all-or-nothing proposition but rather 

a step-by-step process,” O’Sullivan 

explains. “So arguably, outsourced 

bank standing instructions are a 

rudimentary form of automation. 

From there we see 360T clients 

in Singapore integrating straight-

through processing (STP) technology 

to streamline their workflows, but 

still handling all trading activity 

manually.”

Netting and staging trades ahead of 

execution is the next step O’Sullivan 

explains. “This significantly reduces 

the operational risks associated 

with manual processes and reduces 

execution costs by minimizing the 

times the firm has to go into the 

market while leaving the treasurer 

executing everything themselves.”

Automation also helps firms group 

trades based on predefined rules 

that they can execute with a single 

click. O’Sullivan states that some 

of 360T’s clients use this system 

in conjunction with market data 

products as a tolerance check to 

ensure execution efficiency.

Risk management processes also 

receive a boost from automation. 

For starters, they eliminate any 

errors caused by manual processes. 

Automated systems also offer a 

digital audit trail of activity that 

treasurers can access at any moment.

“One of the fundamental challenges 

facing corporate treasurers not just 

in Singapore but everywhere today 

is collecting all of the different FX 

requirements from their sub-entities 

together in one place consistently,” 

O’Sullivan says. Automation simplifies 

this process. What about execution 

risk? How do automation use cases 

play out in that part of the workflow?

O’Sullivan responds with an example 

scenario. “If a treasurer doesn’t 

want to carry any risk, 360T offers a 

solution that enables them to send 

their trades directly to a group of 

banks, execute at the best price, 

and then automatically produce the 

internal tickets,” he says. “However, 

it is equally possible to have internal 

deals booked against a rate source by 

producing only internal tickets and 

having head office absorb the risk to 

their position, which is then managed 

further.”

Given these sophisticated use cases, 

one would assume customization 

plays a huge role in the process? 

O’Sullivan confirms this is the case. 

“It’s important that the technology 

is flexible so that the clients can 

use it in customized ways,” he says. 

He highlights the ability to create 

a bespoke set of rules for netting, 

staging, and execution within 360T’s 

EMS as an example. 

“(This system) offers treasury 

departments the full flexibility to 

set up a rules-based system for 

automating their FX workflows 

customized to their specific needs. 

It can also be changed as the 

company, and its FX requirements 

continue to evolve in the future.”

O’Sullivan notes that while 

customization is in-demand 

throughout the market, 

implementation depends on several 

factors surrounding the firm and 

its workflows. The structure of the 

treasury department, the size of 

foreign currency exposure, and 

which currencies a firm requires 

access to are some of the variables 

he highlights.

ELECTRONIC FX EVOLVES 
ACROSS APAC REGION
“Many firms in the APAC region 

recognize that there is still a lot 

of runway available to them when 

it comes to improving their FX 

operations and trading,” O’Sullivan 

says. Technology is easily available 

and is growing more powerful by 

the day, driving adoption and more 

use cases in FX trade workflows.

“These themes of FX 

electronification and workflow 

optimisation will continue to play out 

amongst corporates in APAC,” opines 

O’Sullivan. “As a result, the adoption 

curve of new FX trading technology 

amongst corporates in APAC will only 

continue to accelerate.”Greg O’Sullivan

Corporate treasurers in Singapore are managing increasingly large FX flows 

APAC Corporate Treasury: 
Demand for FX automation 
mirrors trends elsewhere 
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WHAT IS A CONNECTIVITY 
BRIDGE
In essence a connectivity bridge is a 

system that facilitates the exchange 

of financial messages (real-time price 

updates and financial transactions) 

between trading counterparties. It is a 

core component of the infrastructure 

of any financial brokerage, as without 

it, real-time financial transactions 

would not be possible. In addition to 

this however, connectivity bridges are 

currently delivering an extensive set of 

other functionality.

EVOLUTION OF CONNECTIVITY 
BRIDGES
Facilitating such general requirements, 

there are currently a variety of 

solutions that pass under the umbrella 

of “bridging engines” or “bridging 

solutions”, from very simple to 

very complex, making it important 

to differentiate and highlight the 

differences.

Initially, the products known in the 

industry as bridges, or gateways, 

have been simple connectivity 

systems, connecting one trading 

platform to one source of pricing, and 

also handling the passing of order 

messages between these two entities. 

In most cases, such systems would just 

come in the form of addons, being 

added to the trading platform itself. 

Over time, however, as the 

requirements and complexity of a 

modern brokerage grew, so did the 

bridging technology, becoming really 

advanced and complex systems, 

running on their own purpose-

built infrastructure. Nowadays, the 

successful connectivity bridges have 

evolved into institutional-grade multi-

asset connectivity engines, catering to 

the complex business requirements of 

modern brokers, liquidity providers, 

banks and financial institutions in 

general.

During the last few years especially, 

the requirements of the retail trading 

community have been growing at an 

accelerated pace, spanning from the 

variety of asset classes available to 

trade, the use of trading platforms 

or frontends of choice, low-latency 

algorithmic trading, specific or custom 

trading conditions, and more. This led 

to a stern competition and growing 

efforts from brokers, to provide more 

and more options to their customers 

and capture market share. To a great 

extent, such efforts have relied on the 

development of the capabilities of 

connectivity engines.

FUNCTIONALITY OF 
CONNECTIVITY BRIDGES
First of all, connectivity bridges are 

supporting a wide and expanding 

range of liquidity sources and venues, 

across multiple asset classes, spanning 

from prime of primes, prime brokers, 

crypto exchanges, market data 

providers and aggregators. Multiple 

such providers are part of the setup 

of any given broker, with an overall 

combined offering of thousands and 

thousands of products. Moreover, the 

liquidity from various sources can be 

aggregated together, creating more 

competitive books of liquidity for 

customers. Additional sophisticated 

liquidity management mechanisms are 

part of the usual feature set to help 

customize and optimize a broker’s 

offering and trade routing flows. To 

facilitate the best performance and 

lowest latency under such conditions, 

Cristian Vlasceanu
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BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

connectivity bridges are running on 

specialized hardware and network 

infrastructure, deployed in key 

locations, in close proximity to liquidity 

and trading venues.

The same complexity also applies 

towards the connectivity with trading 

platforms. Brokers offerings are 

spanning across multiple platforms, 

exchanges and frontends, which 

are usually completely independent 

and oblivious of each other. It is 

the responsibility of the bridging 

technology to support and connect 

all such platforms, facilitate pricing 

and order execution to each from 

a centralized control system, in a 

consistent or fully customized manner, 

leveraging the liquidity connectivity 

established at bridge level.

Additionally, bridging systems have 

the ability to provide connectivity 

via APIs (FIX APIs, REST APIs, etc.), 

directly to any other counterparty. 

This enables entities to be liquidity 

venues and distribute their liquidity 

to other brokers. Thus, a financial 

institution can make use of the 

bridging technology to cater both to 

a retail audience and create additional 

revenue streams through a B2B 

offering at the same time. 

Alternatively, entities can focus only 

on an institutional offering, using 

the bridging technology standalone, 

without any trading platforms, 

through the APIs and functionality 

available directly within the engine. 

To support this, the connectivity 

bridges have had to incorporate 

complex features including trading 

accounts with real-time positions and 

PnL, pre-trade margin controls and 

account liquidation methods, daily 

charges, statements and full customer 

level reporting, and so on, spanning 

across a multi-asset offering. This 

has been expanded also with client 

level trading interfaces, usually web 

and mobile based, where the trading 

counterparties have the ability to 

manage their account, positions, trade 

and in essence any action related to a 

trading account.

With such different business 

requirements within one system, it is 

highly important to be able to flexibly 

define and manage multiple liquidity 

models and offerings, for different 

business segments and customer 

types. And moreover, such offerings 

can be changed dynamically, either 

programmatically via APIs, based on a 

custom defined logic of the broker, or 

under different time sessions or market 

conditions. Multiple execution models 

can be defined and customized, 

following market making, ECN or 

hybrid models, with smart order 

routing rules at product level. 

And regarding the product set, 

connectivity bridges have incorporated 

functionality to help expand a 

broker’s offering, allowing to create 

new synthetic products, offer 24/7 

trading (i.e. weekend trading) and 

accept trading in fractional amounts 

on products. In turn this has led to 

higher interactions between brokers 

and their customers and increase client 

engagement.

Another function of critical 

importance is the storing and 

processing of market and trading data. 

As we have seen above, all product 

offerings of a financial institution are 

originating within the connectivity 

bridges and all transactions are passing 

through such systems. Thus the 

bridging technologies have developed 

comprehensive reporting capabilities 

to process and provide important 

insights to the business: market 

data stats and comparisons, trading 

stats related to earnings, rejections, 

fill statistics, statements, positions 

evolution, and much more. All such 

reports can be accessed in real-time, 

and APIs have been developed for 

easy integrations to various external 

systems, BI dashboards and real-

time post trade reporting and data 

analysis.

And even more importantly, bridging 

technologies have incorporated 

advanced risk management 

functionality, analysing in real-time 

the huge quantities of data flowing 

through the system, producing 

business intelligence, risk analytical 

insights and notifications. Additionally 

the systems have the ability to take 

actions based on the real-time risk 

analytics following complex defined 

business logic. This is essential 

in today’s trading landscape as 

many financial brokers struggle 

with the absence of an all-in-one 

risk management framework that 

monitors the entire company’s trading 

operations and produces data-driven 

analytical results and actions, on a 

fully automated real-time basis. 

And many entities are currently 

using multiple trading platforms 

and services developed by different 

Exploring the power of 
next generation multi-asset 
class connectivity bridges

In this article Cristian Vlasceanu, CEO of Centroid Solutions, takes a look at how connectivity bridge 
solutions evolved over time, the type of functionality currently delivered by bridges, why brokers 
are relying more and more on these systems and what should brokers consider when choosing a 
bridging solution.

Connectivity bridges are a core component of the 
infrastructure of any financial brokerage

Image source: Centroid Solutions
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vendors which very often either 

completely lack or include only 

a subset of risk management 

functionalities specific only to that 

trading technology and isolated from 

the other trading platforms. 

In addition, those systems do not 

have an out-of-the-box functionality 

to exchange data freely amongst 

one another. As a result, the 

trading data is fragmented across 

different systems, causing brokers 

to perform substantial amount of 

time-consuming manual work, just to 

aggregate a complete picture about 

the risks involved. This shortcoming 

results in a time-lag for critical risk 

related decisions based on current 

exposure dynamics. The connectivity 

bridges have essentially been perfectly 

positioned to “bridge” this gap, 

by offering the ability to measure 

overall risks in real-time at the level 

of asset class, currency, USD notional, 

concentrations, and flow toxicity, 

which is vital for identifying and 

mitigating risks in a timely manner, 

especially during times of high market 

volatility.

Obviously, having to handle so many 

core aspects of a financial entities’ 

operations has put more and more 

emphasis on the scalability of a 

bridging technology. Such systems 

must deliver performance, high 

throughput and be very versatile. 

Additionally, the usability is also 

very important, with bridges being 

able to accommodate configuration 

changes in real-time, on-the-fly, such 

that new business opportunities 

can be satisfied, and setups can 

be furthered, without an impact 

on existing business. And last 

but not least such engines must 

be very stable and reliable, with 

built-in redundancy at all levels, 

avoiding downtime and sub-optimal 

performance at all costs.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT 
BRIDGING TECHNOLOGY
So as one can imagine, all these 

aspects make such systems very 

complex to design and not easy to 

build, therefore. There has always 

been an on-going debate within 

financial institutions when it comes 

to connectivity and risk management 

technology, whether to take on the 

task to build it internally or choose 

an external dedicated provider. It 

comes down to the requirements of 

each entity, however as the financial 

brokerage business is evolving to a 

more and more complex market, it 

is the future requirements, not just 

the current ones that are important 

and more often than not, internal 

systems, built just for specific 

current tasks, fail to adapt and scale 

adequately. 

Considering the high associated 

development costs and time to 

market needed, financial institutions 

should strive to choose a powerful 

bridging solution that already 

offers the variety of functionality 

outlined above, combining the 

right dedicated infrastructure, 

connectivity, scalability, flexibility, 

data insight and risk management. 

Additionally, as the requirements 

of the industry are ever changing 

it is important that the technology 

partner is an entity that 

continuously innovates, enhances 

its solutions with new features, 

integrations and functionality.

CONNECTIVITY BRIDGES IN 
PRIME FOCUS
As we have seen throughout this 

article, connectivity bridges have 

evolved dramatically over the 

history of the industry, taking on 

major challenges, and reaching 

very complex solutions currently 

used by a wide variety of financial 

institutions. The development 

of bridging technology will not 

stop here, with extensive work 

being carried out to deliver more 

sophisticated functionality and 

continuously expand connectivity 

options across multi-asset venues.

It has not always been 

straightforward to quantify the 

benefits and differences between 

bridging technologies, not being 

obvious within a simple set of 

requirements. Nowadays, more than 

ever, a financial brokerage is a fully 

technology driven business and the 

success largely depends on the core 

technologies being used. 

Exploring the power of next generation multi-asset class connectivity bridges
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Nowadays, connectivity bridges have evolved into institutional-grade multi-asset connectivity engines
Image source: Centroid Solutions
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Using technology to overcome 
the operational challenges of 
FX settlement netting
By Aaron Ayusa, Director of Client Success, Baton Systems

Highlighted as a concern by the Bank 

for International Settlements (BIS) in its 

2019 Triennial Survey1, the issue of FX 

settlement risk has continued to gain 

industry momentum. Most recently, 

in May 2022, the Global Foreign 

Exchange Division (GFXD) published 

a paper with recommendations for 

reducing settlement risk2, including the 

increase in netting of transactions over 

gross settlement. Simply put, netting 

reduces both the number of payments 

that a bank needs to make and the 

cumulative value of those payments, 

decreasing the impact of a potential 

settlement default or failure.

Netting has other benefits too: 

reducing the number of payments 

being made by the parties to any given 

transaction in turn reduces the number 

of manual processes involved and 

the possibility of error. The cash flows 

and funding requirements for each of 

the counterparties are also reduced 

because they are settling netted 

volumes rather than each underlying 

transaction. Nostro accounts can 

therefore be managed more effectively 

and the cost of funding managed 

more precisely.    

TO NET OR NOT TO NET?
Why, then, does netting not take place 

as a matter of course? The answer 

lies in the pressure that operations 

and payments teams find themselves 

under, relying on manual processes 

and legacy technology and lacking the 

flexibility to net on a continuous or 

configurable basis.

In many ways it is simply easier for firms 

not to net: so long as post-trade systems 

are effectively integrated, settling gross 

allows for straight-through processing 

all the way from the trade matching 

process through to settlement, whereas 

netting requires operational input in two 

or three different ways.

Firstly, the netting calculation process 

needs to be run in a consistent 

manner; counterparties need to agree 

which products and currencies to 

include. Secondly, they need to agree 

on when the calculation stops being 

run – for example on value date, or 

the day prior to value date. It’s vital 

to have a consistent process, yet 

processes and preferences can vary 

between counterparties.

The upshot is that both parties to the 

netted transactions need to agree the 

Aaron Ayusa

It is widely acknowledged by both industry regulators and market participants that the netting of 
FX transactions reduces settlement risk and allows intraday funding to be managed more precisely. 
Yet the percentage of netted transactions is still surprisingly low. What are the operational 
challenges to the netting process and how can these be overcome? 

outcome of the netting calculation, 

i.e. the population of transactions and, 

therefore, the netted obligations of 

each party. It is this agreement process 

in particular that is operationally 

intensive, requiring a variety of end 

user computer processes, as well 

as offline communication. Often, 

relationships are managed manually 

and individually.

This operational intensiveness is 

demanding and time-consuming and 

can lead to errors. It often also means 

that the final agreement on what is to be 

settled is delayed, which can mean that 

the actual payment is effected hastily - 

again, creating an opportunity for error.

TECHNOLOGY IS THE ANSWER
In order to focus on the twin issues of 

settlement risk and efficient funding, 

firms need to address the operational 

burden that netting presents. For 

consistency, it’s important for firms 

to be able to net on a configurable 

basis – i.e. by product,counterparty 

and tenor - in a way that meets the 

requirements of both parties.

The netting population needs to be 

agreed as effectively as possible. The 

cleanest way of doing this is to run a 

common netting calculation based on 

a single source of data where both 

parties can have confidence that the 

values used are correct and therefore 

there is no need to reconcile the 

outcomes separately. Payments can, 

and should, be made very effectively 

immediately thereafter. Baton Systems’ 

Core-FXTM solution is based around 

the simultaneous exchange of equal 

amounts in different currencies to 

achieve PvP settlement. Core-FX runs 

on distributed ledger technology (DLT), 

providing a single source of truth with 

a single netting calculation.

An alternative is for a firm to know 

that it is netting in a way that is 

as consistent as possible with the 

preferences of its counterparty. If 

there is a process in place to allow 

for the automated exchange of 

information on the netted values and 

the population of the netting groups, 

then there should be a very high 

success rate of matching values and 

population. Further, if that process 

of exchanging information and 

confirming a match is automated, 

then operations teams will only need 

to deal with exceptions, leaving them 

free to concentrate manual resources 

on those areas where there is a 

genuine problem.

Baton’s Core-PaymentsTM solution 

provides for netting on a currency level 

with the payouts being sequenced 

and released in an intelligent way 

according to the settlement risk 

appetite of a customer against its 

counterparties. The configured netting 

process is designed to be consistent 

with the way the counterparty 

operates. Baton has streamlined the 

agreement process by automating the 

transmission of the calculated values 

as well as the receipt and interrogation 

of the response.

In both cases the netting calculations 

supported by Baton are highly 

configurable at the counterparty and 

currency level, including cut-off times 

and products.

ELIMINATING SETTLEMENT RISK
Settlement risk can be reduced by 

netting, but what remains of that risk 

can only be eliminated by settling 

in a safe and controlled manner, 

preferably on a PvP basis. This requires 

a full, straight-through process which 

takes a transaction from the point of 

matching, through netting and all the 

way to the point of safe settlement, 

with full transparency throughout. 

Baton offers a configurable and 

flexible solution by netting on a 

bilateral, rather than a multilateral, 

basis and on a currency pair basis.  

Currency pair netting is the only 

way to effectively allow bilateral PvP 

settlement to occur on-demand. 

Furthermore, while multilateral netting 

has proved to be very effective in 

terms of netting down the values to be 

settled, it forces a pool of participants 

to a common process around timing, 

meaning that both calculations and 

settlement processes are fixed. Bilateral 

netting and settlement processes give 

control back to the participants. 

SUPPLYING TECHNOLOGY TO 
MEET INDUSTRY DEMAND
From the BIS 2019 Triennial Report, 

through the 2021 amendments to the 

FX Global Code and, most recently, 

the GFXD paper, the importance of 

netting and PvP or safe settlement is 

constantly being stressed. With the rise 

of FX volumes and the reluctance by 

some firms to use limited settlement 

lines for FX purposes, the industry is 

more invested than ever in achieving 

safe settlement.

In the past, multilateral netting by 

currency has proved an effective 

way of reducing settlement risk and 

has become the industry norm. 

However, firms are now beginning 

to understand that, by deploying 

technology to net bilaterally by 

currency pair, they can go further and 

eliminate settlement risk with solutions 

that integrate with PvP.

Technology such as Baton-CORETM 

allows counterparties to access a single 

source of truth with shared workflows 

around netting and the ability to 

agree and settle those netted values 

without resorting to resource-heavy, 

manual processes which are subject to 

human error. FX market participants 

are now beginning to recognise the 

opportunities for safe settlement 

which technology has to offer both 

individual firms and the market as a 

whole.  

PAYMENTS

1. https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1912x.htm

2. https://www.gfma.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/reducing-settlement-risk-may-2022.pdf
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LEADING ROLE OF ESG 
IN INVESTMENT AND 
PROCUREMENT
Since the dawn of the 21st century 

Corporate Social Responsibility, 

ethically conscious business and the 

Environmental, Social and Governance 

(ESG) agenda have been key drivers 

in Capital Markets’ investment and 

procurement activity. 

According to Morgan Stanley’s 2020 

Social Investment Forum report 

there are approximately 17 trillion 

dollars invested in sustainable funds 

under professional management 

in the US. Not only does this 

represent an increase of 42% in 

sustainable investments since 2018, 

it also highlights how environmental 

concerns and ethical business 

criteria are driving a third of capital 

investment – with numbers growing 

exponentially.

Yet attractive yields from sustainable 

funds are no longer sufficient for 

individual and institutional investors. 

Market participants are demanding 

positive environmental and social 

impacts as much from their providers 

as from their portfolios.

In response, market providers old and 

new are investing heavily in their own 

ESG programmes, and forging exciting 

partnerships with other Fintech 

suppliers to ensure their offerings 

remain at the forefront of the ESG 

agenda.

SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY
One such partnership is that of Beeks 

Group, an outstanding specialist in 

managed cloud computing for the 

financial markets since 2011 and IPC, 

the world’s leading provider of secure, 

compliant communications and multi-

cloud connectivity solutions for the 

global financial markets.

For years IPC has been investing in 

sustainable technologies and best 

practices to reduce their carbon 

footprint and deliver the most flexible 

solutions for their customers. 

“Sustainability is a key factor in supplier 

selection for our business,” asserts 

Jonathon Hogg, Chief Risk Officer with 

IPC. “The state-of-the-art technology 

from Beeks enables us to nudge our 

customers to energy- and cost- efficient 

cloud trading environments.” 

Beeks CEO Gordon McArthur and 

his team have made sustainability, 

The lure of the 
ESG Agenda
Fintech partnerships that are driving 
Environmental, Social and Governance 
standards in FX and across Capital Markets

TECHNOLOGY

Gordon McArthur - CEO, Beeks
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efficiency, cost-effectiveness, risk 

reduction, agility and security core 

features of all their offerings, neatly 

dove-tailing with the ESG demands 

of providers and participants.

HIGH DENSITY GREEN 
COMPUTE
Explaining Beeks’ most recent 

dedicated server hosting solution 

Gordon says: “Proximity Cloud 

features high density compute 

racks accommodating up to 80 

servers within a data centre. By 

fitting up to 8 times more servers 

in a rack than other providers we 

help organisations reduce data 

centre footprint and achieve natural 

efficiencies in power consumption, 

cost and cooling.”

Co-locating in data centres owned by 

Equinix, Beeks and their customers 

also benefit from Equinix’ Corporate 

Sustainability Programme, ensuring 

reduced power consumption and 

heightened energy efficiency for 

cooling and lighting across the 

whole site.

OPTIMISATION
Every ESG sensitive operation would 

favour monitoring, fine-tuning and 

improving their existing infrastructure 

over acquiring new kit. This is also 

where Beeks’ technology steps in.

“We offer cloud-based Analytics 

as a Service enabling businesses to 

get more granular insight into how 

their networks are performing, and 

how to optimize the existing stack,” 

continues Gordon.

“With no more than a cross-connect 

cable customers can become 

Analytics consumers. There are no 

additional up-front costs or hardware 

requirements.”

AGILE EXPANSION
While institutions are compelled 

to expand into increasingly diverse 

markets, they wish to do so without 

risk and at speed. 

“Beeks’ commercial model allows 

firms to commit for a shorter period 

of time than an on-prem data centre 

would demand,” Gordon explains. 

“Beeks’ IaaS eliminates the need 

for extra hardware; meaning less 

capital spend, more sustainable 

co-locations, and more rapid and 

cost-effective expansion into global, 

diverse and inclusive markets,” he 

says.

SOCIAL BENEFITS
“IPC and our customers are 

benefitting massively from our 

commercial partnership with Beeks, 

so it’s great that we also have a 

strong social focus with Gordon’s 

team too,” says Jonathon Hogg. 

“Our shared passions for competitive 

sport have inspired us to jointly 

sponsor a couple of sports clubs - 

one an African football club and the 

other a Scottish swimming team!” 

“We are also jointly committing to 

make a donation to local charities 

on the launch of a new data centre 

instance,” Hogg explains. “Since 

Beeks helped us build out 10 new 

data centres in 6 months at the 

height of the 2020 pandemic this 

could be very good news for charities 

around the world!” 

GOOD GOVERNANCE
Next to sustainability in Capital 

Markets, there are few things more 

important than good governance, 

with security, continuity and 

regulatory compliance being core 

components to mitigate risk and 

build trust.

Beeks & IPC are well-practiced in 

the art of aligning their technology 

with the regulators’ requirements; 

and IPC’s dedicated Corporate Risk 

function ensures their partnership 

activity is compliant with local 

laws. 

Furthermore, the CISOs of both IPC 

and Beeks work closely together 

to ensure that their respective 

environments operate with security 

as a built-in aspect of the product 

suite, including service orientated 

controls to maximize security of 

information.

Graeme Marsh, Beeks Chief 

Information Security Officer explains: 

“Having learned the hard way, 

Beeks will always aim for a strong 

security posture, and have achieved 

accreditation from a number 

of regulatory bodies, including 

ISO27001, the Center for Internet 

Security Controls (CISC), UK-

governed National Cyber Security, 

and the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST).”

IPC Chief Information Security 

Officer, John Gardner is at the 

forefront of IPC’s security function 

and states: “IPC takes the security 

of information very seriously 

across both corporate and product 

environments.” 

“The evolution of hosted technology 

and our partnership with Beeks 

come hand-in-hand with a SOC 2 

roadmap. This supplements our ISO 

framework, strong anti-phishing 

campaign, and ransomware 

preparedness so that we can inspire 

confidence in our customer base.”

Dan James, IPC Global BCP & IT DR 

Officer, ensures business continuity 

is a key pillar of IPC’s offering; and 

customers have the comfort of 

sound disaster recovery programs. 

He comments: “IPC conducts 

regular BCP and IT DR testing on our 

corporate and product environments. 

Along with tabletop scenarios 

covering a host of topics, formal 

IT DR testing takes place on IPC’s 

products operating within the Beeks 

environment.” 

INTEGRATING SUSTAINABILITY
Two decades into the new 

millennium, market participants can 

now be confident their pursuit of 

ethical and sustainable trades is not 

the only corporate ESG must-have 

that is an achievable reality.

The best technology providers 

in the sector are matching 

institutions’ ESG demand as far 

as the very data centre location 

and product suite they deploy 

within trading environments. 

This enables organisations to 

integrate sustainability into their 

infrastructure.

“Both IPC and Beeks have built our 

reputation on responding directly 

to our customers’ needs and 

requirements, and reflecting these in 

our solutions,” asserts CEO Gordon 

McArthur.

“We figure out what people need 

then we get it to them cheaper 

and faster than anyone else. ESG 

requirements are no different. The 

efficiencies, economies of scale, ease 

of deployment and sustainability 

of dedicated server hosting, low 

latency IaaS, Analytics and secure 

connectivity are and always have 

been Beeks’ bread and butter. 

Adding these benefits to IPC’s 

offering and joining forces with them 

in a shared ESG programme means 

we can substantially enhance the 

sustainability of the financial sector 

and help improve communities all 

round the world.” 

Meanwhile, IPC’s ESG report 2021 will 

soon be available, detailing their full, 

global carbon footprint calculation. 

The organisation is also anticipating 

imminent ISO 14001 accreditation.

“On the basis of the information 

collated through supplier engagement 

for our product footprint and 

our designated ESG liaisons for 

the corporate environment, our 

environmental scientists will interpret 

GHG metrics to create both science-

based metrics and a road to carbon 

net zero,” Jonathon Hogg explains.

ESG IS HERE TO STAY
With sustainable investments 

outperforming traditional peer funds 

by a median of 5% there is clear 

evidence of environmentally and 

socially beneficial funds consistently 

achieving higher public market 

valuations. While the appetite for 

corporate purpose and authenticity 

at all levels of the financial sector 

morphs more and more into the 

Environmental, Social and Governance 

agenda, few infrastructure partners 

and cloud service providers in Capital 

Markets are quite so accomplished 

as Beeks and IPC at delivering the 

technology to integrate ESG policy 

and outcomes into the very fabric 

and infrastructure of their customers’ 

operation.    

The lure of the ESG Agenda

Jonathon Hogg - Chief Risk Officer, IPC

Next to sustainability in Capital Markets, there are few things more important than good governance, with security, 
continuity and regulatory compliance being core components

Dan James - Global BCP & IT DR Officer, IPC and John Gardner - Chief Information Security Officer, IPC

TECHNOLOGY
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Lucera
Reducing the friction involved 
in FX trading

Why are increasing number of FX 

market participants looking for 

a new approach to their trading 

infrastructures to support their 

strategies and business growth plans?

As FX markets have become 

increasingly electronic, data volumes 

have exploded. To consume and 

analyse this data in a meaningful and 

timely manner, market participants 

need to continually upgrade their 

infrastructure.

In parallel, the FX market continues to 

be fragmented. While primary venues 

and ECNs remain a key part of the 

ecosystem, the continued growth and 

success of non-bank LPs providing a 

high quality 24-hour pricing service 

has allowed clients to diversify their 

liquidity pools with increased bilateral 

trading. This, in turn, has led to a 

more pronounced need for scalable, 

robust, and agile connectivity for 

both distribution and consumption of 

liquidity.  

The ongoing growth in the digital 

asset space means more and more 

traditional FX market participants are 

expanding into trading digital assets. 
Peter Durkan
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While similar to FX, this nascent space 

has its own set of challenges – for 

example a marketplace that runs 24/7, 

intra-day settlements, web-based 

APIs etc. Some of these differences 

add operational complexity and again 

requires operating scalable, reliable 

software and infrastructure. 

In summary, if you are running an 

electronic trading business in FX or 

adjacent assets, an agile, scalable 

infrastructure is a key component of 

a successful business in order to make 

sense of rapidly changing markets.

Many trading infrastructure solutions 

still lack the security, performance 

and reliability required by FX market 

participants. How is Lucera’s business 

model designed to address challenges 

like these and deliver future proof 

solutions?

With a heightened dependency on 

both the scale and speed of data, 

clients have greater requirements for 

reliability and performance. While its 

straightforward for technology vendors 

to purchase several servers and place 

them into a co-location environment – 

the greater challenge is to ensure the 

performance, reliability, and security of 

the platform. 

Performance and reliability are core 

pillars of our systems. When we 

speak about performance we mean 

deterministic performance – being 

fast most of the time is not enough. 

It is about how your system behaves 

during market events and high-volume 

environments – our systems remain 

performant through all market events. 

Please give us an overview of how 

Lucera leverages state of the art 

technology and the key products and 

services you currently offer.

We have several different product 

offerings which use new technologies. 

For example, Connect leverages a 

FPGA based system which allows 

us to build a very low latency, high 

performance SDN. On the hosting side, 

we’re continually exploring the latest 

chip designs from AMD and Intel. We 

also work very closely with Xilinx and 

the Solarflare team as well as other 

infrastructure providers. Our Lume 

product suite is built on modern C++ 

on the backend and leverages some 

of the latest open-source software, 

while building our own proprietary 

communication protocols. 

We are constantly enhancing our 

products and believe in a continuous 

release cycle. A lot of these changes 

are identified through a consultative 

approach with our clients, but also 

through proactive internal analysis and 

product design. 

Your intelligent FX trading platform 

LumeFX is a distributed matching 

and aggregation system. Please tell 

us about its key features and the 

benefits of its adaptive smart order 

router.

Our Lume product suite is built 

around a core distributed system, 

which is comprised of individual 

services which are integrated through 

our proprietary messaging protocol. 

We have agents that consume data, 

agents that distribute data, matching 

engines, trading controls, and credit 

engines to name a few. All of these 

components are linked through a 

low latency reliable communication 

protocol with no single point of failure. 

This approach gives us a huge degree 

of flexibility on releases and new 

features for our clients – it is extremely 

modular and as long as we keep the 

intra-component protocol the same, 

we can have different versions of 

components running at the same time. 

This allows us to do some pretty neat 

things around instrumentation and 

system analysis.

The system is extremely configurable 

and feature rich. We have an extensive 

array of matching paradigms 

and methodologies, a multitude 

of different ways of publishing, 

aggregating, and consuming the data 

and we have an adaptive SOR to allow 

for intelligent routing of orders. Users 

can use as much or as little of the 

system as they need for their business. 

What is your LumeMarkets platform 

designed to do and what core 

functionality does it have? 

LumeMarkets is based upon the 

core distributed system of Lume. We 

PROVIDER PROFILE

Lucera provides on-demand co-located infrastructure, connectivity, trading, and distribution 
software for institutional financial firms. With its proprietary trading software, connectivity 
network and technology ecosystem, Lucera is able to meet the performance and time to market 
demands of financial trading. We asked Peter Durkan, CEO of the company to tell us more about 
how it is meeting the needs of FX trading firms.

LumeMarkets, Lucera’s cross-asset trading platform comes with next generation TCA and Reporting

Lucera Connect leverages a FPGA based system which allows us to build a very low latency, high performance SDN.
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Lucera - Reducing the friction involved in FX trading

expanded the core and abstracted 

some of the data structures to allow 

us to aggregate any type of market, 

and distribute into any market, with 

the first iteration of that being US 

Treasuries, EGB’s and Futures. 

We are also adding a D2C component 

and are in the final stages of testing 

our spreader – for basis trading and 

multileg strategy creation. We’re very 

excited by these new products and 

hope to have them both rolling out 

later this year. 

Like everyone else we’ve also been 

working on crypto capabilities over 

the last year or so. We’ve done a lot 

of work in the digital asset space 

connecting and aggregating liquidity 

sources for cryptocurrencies –this is a 

very natural extension of our products 

– and I expect both our rates and 

crypto offering to grow significantly 

over the next few years. 

What work has Lucera been doing to 

increase your global footprint and 

widen your client coverage?

We have a hosting footprint in 

several data centres across the 

world and have added to our sales 

team in Europe and in the US, while 

also looking to expand in Asia – in 

response to the growing Asian market 

and our increased global footprint, 

alongside the additional products 

mentioned. We are now fully global 

in terms of our Support, Engineering 

and Development teams – however, 

our goal is to increase our footprint 

significantly in Asia over the next 12-

18 months. 

What plans do you have over the 

coming months for rolling new 

products and services?

For our Fixed Income offering we are 

aiming to launch our D2C offering 

and spreader in Q4, while on the 

Crypto side we are continuing to add 

venues and working on custodian 

integrations. We spent a lot of time 

listening to our client requests and 

working with them to enhance the 

functionality of our product.  This 

approach allows us to target areas 

that help our clients grow their 

business.

 

How would you sum up Lucera’s 

value proposition for those FX 

trading firms who are struggling 

with expensive, impractical vendor 

solutions and internal IT teams 

without the time or resources 

needed to meet the demands of their 

businesses?

It’s simple and I believe our clients can 

attest to it – we are very practical. We 

understand the market and can help 

you onboard and grow your business 

quickly. Our offering is a month to 

month offering, which is commercially 

flexible. We do this to build long-term 

partnerships with clients rather than 

transactional relationships. Our goal 

is to reduce friction and make it quick 

and easy for users of our services to 

access, consume and trade new asset 

classes in new markets. Removing this 

friction allows them to focus on what 

matters - growing their business. 

LumeFX is an adaptive, intelligent platform

It uses a new paradigm for matching engine and SOR. Each client runs in its own instance removing any single
point of failure, while allowing easy management and expansion.
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In order to understand how to 

improve the execution quality in the 

forex market, we need to understand 

the dynamics of these markets, the 

microstructure, how matching engines 

of ECNs works, the limit order book 

(LOB) dynamics and the behavior of 

every player in the market (takers vs 

makers vs liquidity providers).

Once you understand how all 

this infrastructure works and its 

dynamics, then you can think about 

how to implement your technology 

accordingly.

Basically, execution quality refers to 

how well orders are executed at the 

desired price without any slippages or 

other problems. This means that your 

order should be executed at the top of 

the book, or better.

The root of best execution lies in 

creating a robust framework under 

which to conduct execution. One must 

measure that execution against the 

execution framework and improve it 

where possible.

The better the execution quality, the 

lower the trading cost.

HOW TO MEASURE THE 
EXECUTION QUALITY?
Trading cost analysis, or TCA, is a 

way for traders to calculate the total 

cost of executing a trade in order to 

determine if it was executed at an 

acceptable price or not, and much 

more. We can get a lot of different 

statistics on how our orders are being 

handled by the different venues or 

ECNs.

But before we understand what TCA 

is, we need to define what exactly we 

want to measure.

1. Execution Price: measure the 

percentage of volume for a certain 

currency, that is executed at prices 

better than the top of the book, 

i.e., either below the best offer 

for buys or above the best bid for 

sells. This also leads to the problem 

commonly known as “slippage”.

2. Execution Latency: it is the 

average period between the time 

you send the order, and the ECN 

receives it for processing. Not only 

will being close to the ECN improve 

this, but also depends on how fast 

your systems send the actual order.

3. Execution Speed: it is the average 

period between the time the ECN 

receives an order and the time of 

order execution. This varies between 

ECNs and their liquidity providers, 

and it is crucial measure to the 

execution quality because it’s out of 

your control. Either your ECN has a 

good execution or not. Moreover, 

in forex, liquidity providers have 

last look capabilities (a very 

controversial topic) and that could 

add up into this measure. More on 

the next point.

4. Fill ratio: it measures the number 

of successfully filled orders versus 

In this article, Ariel Silahian, Founder, SiS Software Factory outlines some of the dynamics of the 
FX market and why having technological tools like FX Aggregators and TCA analysis could improve 
how your orders are being executed.

How technology and
automation can help
to improve Execution
Quality in FX
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How technology and automation can help to improve Execution Quality in FX

The bid is 99.90, while the ask is 

100.00. The spread (ask-bid) is 0.10. 

The midpoint (ask+bid)/2) is then 

99.95

ENTERING A MARKET ORDER
If you want to buy or sell a stock, one 

type of order you can enter is a market 

order. This will buy or sell the stock at 

the best available price in the market 

at the time the order arrives. With a 

market order, you are guaranteed that 

you will buy or sell; however, you are 

not sure of the price at which you will 

trade.

• A market buy will buy at the lowest 

ask price. If it buys all available 

shares at the lowest ask, the next 

ask above will become the new 

lowest ask, and that is where 

additional shares will be bought.

• A market sell will sell at the highest 

bid price. Similarly, if it sells all 

available shares at the highest bid, 

the next bid below will become the 

new highest bid, and that is where 

additional shares will be sold.

Use the app in the next slide to enter 

market orders and see the effect on 

the limit order book. On the left is the 

original book, and the right shows the 

book after the order is executed.

ENTERING A LIMIT ORDER
You can also buy or sell stock with 

a limit order. In this type of order, you 

specify the highest/lowest price at 

which you will buy/sell. With a limit 

order, you are guaranteed the price 

at which you will buy or sell (if the 

trade is executed); however, you are 

not guaranteed that you will actually 

trade.

• Say you enter a limit order to buy 

at $99.98. Your order will sit in the 

limit order book until a sell order 

executes against your trade at 

$99.98.

• Similarly, a limit sell will sit in the 

book until a buy order executes 

against your sell.

What if I enter a limit order to buy 

at $100.03 and the present ask is 

$100.00? Your broker will likely warn 

you, but if you enter the order, it will 

immediately trigger, turn into a market 

order, and execute at $100.00. It is 

going to be favorable to you (cheaper). 

A limit buy simply specifies the highest 

price at which you will trade – you 

will always get the best available price 

when transacting.

Now that we understand how the 

matching engines work and the LOB 

dynamic, our strategy is to handle 

this information from all the different 

venues we trade with and analyze it 

as one big block, which will give us 

a broad view of the market. The FX 

Aggregator will help with this.

WHY YOU NEED AN FX 
AGGREGATOR AND HOW TO 
IMPLEMENT IT
An FX aggregator, also known as 

the Foreign Exchange aggregator, 

is a software in Forex trading that 

is used in the execution of FX 

transactions in order to combine 

(aggregate) all the liquidity from 

different liquidity providers – hence 

the name.

They are usually used by 

institutional Forex traders to 

compare all prices that come from 

different liquidity locations as a way 

to get a realistic view of the current 

structure of the market. This can be 

from ECNs, global banks, market 

makers or sources like Hotspot FX, 

FXall, Currenex etc. - see Figure 2.

FX Aggregator implementation is 

complex as the technology needs to 

be fast (Latencies in microseconds) 

and flexible. Some institutions 

develop their own FX Aggregators 

and others buy existing products 

Figure 2

rejections/cancels received. The 

higher the better. Bad fill ratios 

could be sending orders with 

missed prices (because market 

moved) or as stated in the previous 

point, the liquidity provider rejects 

it (last look).

5. Spread: measures the distance 

from the midpoint of the market at 

the time when your order is entered 

to the execution price you receive. 

This value is doubled to capture 

the whole bid/offer spread. This 

amount captures both how often, 

and by how much, a broker-dealer 

improves the price of the currency.

From this, we can conclude that the 

execution quality will depend on the 

following:

• Fill ratio

• % Volume executed at top of book 

and slippages

• Latency between your system and 

the ECN

• Latency of your system (also known 

as tick-to-trade)

• Spread

Based on this information, we can 

start to design our technology 

infrastructure to tackle each of these 

important measures and have a better 

understanding of our executions.

But before that, we need to 

understand how the matching 

engines work and the limit order book 

dynamics.

MATCHING ENGINES AND LIMIT 
ORDER BOOK
Matching engines are the central 

component of ECN trading systems. 

They are responsible for executing 

orders from multiple sources, in a fair 

and efficient manner.

The core mechanic is to match up bids 

and offers to execute trades. It works 

by using one or more algorithms 

which keep a record of all open orders 

in a market and generate new trades if 

the two orders can be fulfilled by each 

other.

Matching engines in ECNs have three 

main functions:

1. Matching orders

2. Executing trades

3. Keeping track of the order book

This engine is responsible for the 

price movement within the market by 

executing trades at the last executed 

prices.

The most popular matching 

algorithm is called ‘Price/time 

priority’. If multiple orders have 

the same price, the order that 

was submitted first will be filled 

first. This is the same principle as 

a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) system. 

When an order comes in, it is 

forwarded to the matching engine, 

which compares it with the “limited 

order book” (LOB). If there’s a 

match, there’ll be a trade. The book 

contains all limit orders for which 

no matches have been found yet. 

These are broken down into bid 

and ask side, with bids being sorted 

in ascending order and asks in 

descending order. If no matches can 

be found for a new order it will also 

be stored on the respective side.

A limit order book typically has these 

characteristics:

• Bid: The largest positive number 

that a sell order can be executed 

for.

• Ask: The lowest price at which a 

sell order can execute

• Spread: The lowest price is at the 

ask and the highest price is at the 

bid.

• Midpoint: The price halfway 

between the ask and the bid 
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How technology and automation can help to improve Execution Quality in FX

“lob” class per each venue or ECN 

– See Figure 5. With this, we can 

implement an aggregated_lob class, 

that will give us the best bid/offer 

prices across the different venues/

ECNs.

And the implementation of this 

aggregated book looks like Figure 6.

As you can see, we implemented two 

main methods:

1. get_best_offer: to get the best offer 

across all venues.

2. get_best_bid: to get the best bid 

across all venues.

This way, now our strategies and 

models can know where to better 

execute the buy/sell order into the best 

venue available. Of course, these are 

the most simplistic implementations, 

just to give you an idea.

We can start to add more advanced 

methods to do the following:

• Get best bid/offer depending on 

the size we are looking for: is not 

the same to execute a 100K order 

or $10M orders. Clearly, there’s 

going to be a “market impact”. So, 

we can make sure to split the order 

and execute across the different 

venues depending on their liquidity 

availability. This way, we can 

“lower” the market impact. Hence, 

improving our execution quality.

• Price discovery for a specific order 

size to minimize slippages: if we 

need to execute an order with a 

bigger size than the available on 

top of the book, we will incur in a 

slippage. With this, we can know 

beforehand how much slippage we 

will have and decide on a better 

course of action. 

• Implementation of a Smart Order 

Routing (SOR): it will allow us to 

be smarter in where and how 

to execute our orders across the 

market. More on this next.

SMART ORDER ROUTING – SOR
Smart Order Routers work to analyze 

the state of venues and place orders 

in the best way possible, according to 

your defined rules, configurations, and 

algorithms. 

Usually, smart order routes are 

configured with a specific objective in 

mind.

Some organizations may be set in their 

ways and favor a given fill price rate 

over the fill speed. Keep in mind that 

your broker might not offer different 

order routes depending on which one 

you choose, but access to dark pools is 

dependent on the broker’s access.

So, based on the statistics you took, 

you can give more weight to some 

ECNs over others, even if they have 

the worst price. Because, maybe, they 

could have better fill ratio, less slippage 

or better latency.
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Figure 5

Figure 6

from technology vendors. Either 

way, is a very important piece to 

have. Having a broad view of the 

overall market and its depth will 

give you a better idea of where the 

liquidity is. If you can route your 

order(s) where the liquidity is, not 

only could you get better prices, but 

also make sure that you are sending 

your order to the best venue.

Technically, the aggregator needs to 

hold internal copies of each venue’s 

Limit Order Book, and then merge 

them into one global book, that 

will be available for your execution 

decisions.

So, the first step of the 

implementation is to read and hold 

the limit order book for each venue or 

ECN, and for that we need to decide 

what is the most efficient data-

structure for the algorithm to process.

Assuming that you are already 

receiving the streaming of tick prices 

from the venue, we need to have the 

right data structure to hold it. And 

for that, we are going to use plain 

vectors. One to hold bids and the 

other for offers – see Figure 3.

And for the implementation, we will 

be creating a class “lob” to hold these 

values, but also to give the ability to 

add, update and remove price levels as 

we receive them from the venue. That 

way, we will keep the order book up 

to date in real-time – See Figure 4.

The class will hold two vectors, one 

for bids levels, and one for offers. And 

will have the ability to add/remove/

update those levels, and sort them 

accordingly.

This is the most simplistic 

implementation, and there are tons 

of things to improve in terms of 

performance. For more details on this, 

please refer to my other articles related 

to high-performing programming 

techniques.

Also, note that, for simplicity’s sake, 

we are not making these classes 

thread-safe a must in a multi-

threading environment like this. 

Now that we have the limit order 

book implementation done, we 

need to make sure that we can 

have one data-structure of the 

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Moreover, with all this data, your 

SOR could be even smarter, applying 

machine learning to have the most 

reliable execution. The algorithm 

could keep statistics of executions for 

every ECN and every currency, and 

based on that, decide what’s the best 

route.

One of the challenges, in particular, 

with the execution of many orders 

is determining what the optimal 

execution order is. This can be done 

by using a simple algorithm that 

identifies which order is better at 

achieving certain goals and then 

following it. In addition to benefiting 

from an optimized execution, your 

SOR will also benefit from being 

able to use this data to improve its 

execution strategy.

Lastly, in some special cases, 

these smart order routers can also 

implement special algos like 

• VWAP (Volume Weighted Average 

Price)

• TWAP (Time Weighted Average 

Price)

• POV (Percentage of Volume)

• Iceberg

• Many others

CONCLUSIONS
The execution quality is one of the 

most important things when we are 

trading quantitative strategies. It could 

be the difference between a successful 

trading operation or a plain failure, 

regardless of the strategy you use.

Especially in the Forex market, the 

best price is no longer the most 

important thing. Factors such as fill 

ratio, last look, latencies, and spreads 

could be far more important than just 

the price we see.

And here is where having technological 

tools like FX Aggregators, TCA analysis, 

etc, could improve how your orders are 

being executed. 

All the code described in this 

article is publicly available in my 

repository https://github.com/

silahian/fx_aggregator 

How technology and automation can help to improve Execution Quality in FX

With inspirational keynotes, small-

group interactive learning, fun 

networking events and hundreds of 

peers to connect with, we can’t wait 

to welcome you back to 

TradeTech FX. 

At this industry leading event you will 

you discover how Europe’s buy side FX 

leaders are: 

• Navigating increasing geopolitical 

risks and the implications on global 

FX markets arising from the Russia-

Ukraine crisis 

• Capitalising on the new Digital 

Assets opportunity as institutional 

investment gains momentum 

• Accessing new liquidity pools in an 

increasingly fragmented FX market 

to achieve best execution 

• Accelerating automation across the 

investment and trading lifecycle to 

drive workflow efficiencies 

• Implementing new data analytics 

capabilities to enable smarter investment 

and trading decisions that boost returns 
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For more information please visit: https://tradetechfx.wbresearch.com
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Whatever your trading style or execution need, our suite of FX algorithmic execution 
strategies are designed to perform even in the most challenging of liquidity 
landscapes. Helping you to unlock opportunities and meet your trading goals. 

Employing advanced logic, under-pinned by machine learning, enables 
our algorithms to reduce market impact and optimize execution 
performance by anticipating and reacting rapidly to market events.

To find out how, speak to our FX algorithmic execution experts today. 

For more information visit ubs.com/electronictrading-fx

UUBBSS  EElleeccttrroonniicc  TTrraaddiinngg..  GGlloobbaall  MMaarrkkeettss..
TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  wwiitthh  aa  hhuummaann  eeddggee..

These materials are provided solely for informational purposes.
For further important country specific information visit: ubs.com/disclaimer
© UBS 2021. All rights reserved.

Your trading goals.
Our expertise.  

UBS FX Algorithmic Execution
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